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Abstract
The latest Mobile Smart Devices (MSDs) and IoT deployments have encouraged the
running of “Computation Intensive Applications/Services” onboard MSDs to help us
perform on-the-go sub-tasks required by these Apps/Services such as Analysis,
Banking, Navigation, Social Media, Gaming, etc. Doing this requires that the MSD
have powerful processing resources to reduce execution time, high connectivity
throughput to minimise latency and high-capacity battery for power consumption so
to not impact the MSD availability/usability in between charges. Offloading such Apps
from the host-MSD to a Cloud server does help but introduces network traffic and
connectivity overhead issues, even with 5G. Offloading to an Edge server does help,
but Edge servers are part of a pre-planned overall computing resource infrastructure,
that is tough to predict when demands/rollout is generated by a push from the
MSDs/Apps makers and pull by users. To address this issue, this research work has
developed a “Smart Edge Computing Resource”, formed on-the-go by the networking
of cooperative MSDs/Servers in the vicinity of the host-MSD that is running the
computing-intensive App. This solution is achieved by:
Developing an intelligent engine, hosted in the Cloud, for profiling “computingintensive Apps/Services” for appropriately partitioning the overall task into suitable
sub-task-chunks so to be executed on the host-MSD together/in association with other
available nearby computing resources. Nearby resources can include other MSDs,
PCs, iPads and local servers. This is achieved by implementing an “Edge-side
Computing Resource engine” that intelligently divides the processing of
Apps/Services among several MSDs in parallel. Also, a second “Cloud-side AIengine” to recruit any available cooperative MSDs and provide the host-MSD with
decisions of the best scenario to partition and offload the overall App/Services. It uses
a performance scoring algorithm to schedule the sub-tasks to execute on the assisting
resource device that has a powerful processor and high-capacity battery power. We
built a dataset of 600 scenarios to boost up the offloading decision for further
executions, using a Deep Neural Network model.
Dynamically forming the on-the-go resource network between the chosen assisting
resource devices and the App/Service host-MSD based on the best wireless
connectivity possible between them. This is achieved by developing an Importance
Priority Weighting cost estimator to calculate the overhead cost and efficiency gain of
processing the sub-tasks on the available assisting devices. A local peer-to-peer
connectivity protocol is used to communicate, using “Nearby API and/or Post API”.
Sub-tasks are offloaded and processed among the participating devices in parallel
while results are retrieved upon completion.
The results show that our solution has achieved, on average, 40.2% more efficient
processing time, 28.8% less battery power consumption and 33% less latency than
other methods of executing the same Apps/Services.
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Motivation
After graduation in 2012, I started to work as an IT Supervisor at “Samsung
Engineering Limited Company” for oil and drilling services, which was based in West
Qurna-2 in Basra province south of Iraq. This company was sub-contracted by
“Lukoil”, (the second largest gas & energy company in Russia, who was contracted by
the Iraqi government), to build an oilfield with 1-million barrels per day. One night,
while I was watching the news, I came across a report with a title of “DUBAI EXPO
2020”. I remember it was a great announcement, I was very keen to know the details.
I quote here, the reporter said: “This event will be mainly focusing on Cloud
Computing (CC), it is a great opportunity for Dubai to use and offer Cloud services to
people”. I was very interested to understand and read more about the topic. One of my
roommates said to switch the TV off and let go to the gym, I said I will do a PhD in
CC and I will be there, (I meant in Dubai Expo 2020). We both laughed and then we
went to the gym. I started to read more about CC whenever I have some spare time. I
was very motivated dreaming if one day I will have the chance to do my PhD.
Then in 2013, the “Iraqi Ministry of Education” started to grant the outstanding master
students an opportunity for a PhD scholarship. Immediately and without hesitation, I
started to prepare the required documents. Part of the necessary arrangements was to
visit the “College of Science at the University of Basra”, to find out about the state-ofthe-art topics they need to fulfil the PhD scholarship. I was interviewed by Dr Ali
Fadhil, who asked me what subject/topic are you going to research. Without hesitance,
I said CC, I remember he smiled and said do you know we do not have many CC
specialists in the college at that time! he happily signed off my application/proposal.
This has motivated me even more to accomplish my goal.
Later on, in 2015, when I came to the “University of Buckingham”, I met my
supervisor “professor Lami”, who invited me to his CC lecturing classes. I started to
read and understand more about CC characteristics, services, models, providers, and
other stockholders. This experience enriches my knowledge and helps me to come
across my research area of interest; Offloading Techniques for Mobile Cloud
Computing Services (MCCS).
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After reading a dozen of Offloading frameworks, I concluded that the battery power
consumption is the biggest concern for SmartPhone (SP) subscribers. On discussion
with my supervisor and reading the literature, I started to ask focused questions of
“how to enhance the battery capacity”, “sleep mode”, “switching GPS and Wi-Fi off
when unneeded”, all these issues did not fulfil SP subscribers. This has led to some
further questions; “what do I want to achieve”, “can I come up with a unique on-thego offloading solution”, “can I introduce something intelligent to save the battery
power”. After good thinking, I got very excited to feel that I might come up with a
solution that helps SP subscribers to fully capitalise on using their devices without
running out of battery juice very quickly.
In 2016, we have concluded that my research will be focusing on:
1. Sort out a dynamic solution to network among a group of nearby devices, (e.g.
PCs, iPads, SPs etc.), that are willing to offer their unused processing resources, in
a parallel/sharing environment.
2. Everything has to be on-the-go, without the need for building infrastructure to plan
a migration strategy during the development stage, that might not be suitable
during the deployment stage.
3. The concept of cooperative contribution by other devices became more mature
once Google started asking for this in their T&C’s of their Apps.
4. Focusing on the SP as the main device to use among Mobile Smart Devices, since
it is more portable, exceeding desktop PCs and laptops by far.
5. Focusing on MCCS, since these services are offered as Apps/Services to be
downloaded onboard SP and billions of users are accessing these every day.
6. The concept of using the processing of nearby devices rather than a Cloud server
became more mature since Cisco introduced “Fog Computing”.
7. With the roll-out of AI platforms and the need for my tasks, I have decided to
include a Cloud-based AI-engine that can form intelligent decisions and
predictions.
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1. Introduction
International Data Corporation forecast indicates that the number of Mobile Smart
Devices (MSDs), (e.g. SPs, iPads and Wearable devices), as well as IoT devices, are
increasing continuously, and there will be about 34.2 billion connected devices by
2025 [1], as shown in Figure 1-1. This kind of provision will furthermore drive
Computation Intensive Apps/Services (CIASs) to be ported into MSDs. It is clear that
millions of such CIASs, as well as the analysis engines/agents behind IoT
deployments, (e.g. Tracking systems, Drone-based monitoring, E-health body sensors
and Smart home gadgets, etc.) [2], will be emerging shortly. All of which is likely to
implement an Artificial Intelligence (AI) engine that requires exhaustive processing
and high wireless connectivity. Such a trend has already started, were in 2019, 3 billion
MSDs are likely to use an estimation of 417 million of CIASs. As a result, the amount
of generated data by these devices are also growing rapidly by 3.9 Zettabytes annually
[3]. However, Cisco claims that 92% of the processing of these CIASs have been done
by a server in the Cloud, which increases wireless traffic to 16.1 Zettabytes in 2020
alone [4].

Figure 1-1. Escalation of MSDs and IoT Devices Worldwide

1

Existing solutions, (detailed in Section 2.1), have proposed to offload the processing
of CIASs and IoT deployment from the host-MSD to a Cloud Server (CS) to execute
and retrieve results upon completion. The rollout of such CIASs have caused three
main issues:
1. Despite the continuous improvements to MSDs resources including connectivity,
processing, display, battery capacity and sensors, etc, as shown in Figure 1-3. Yet the
battery technology has been much slower to advance compared to the other resources.
Based on a survey carried out in 15 countries has concluded that longer battery life is
the main desired feature for subscribers to capitalise on using these devices to full [5].
2. Sending/processing sub-tasks and retrieving results from a CS have introduced high
latency, processing delay and traffic cost between the host-MSD and the CS. Evidence
from recent studies claims an average latency to access a GoogleCloud server is about
87 ms [6]. According to our implementation in Section 4.3 which concludes; an
average latency of accessing 3 nearby assisting-MSDs in parallel is equal or even less
than accessing a Cloud EC2 server [7]. Assisting-MSDs refer to nearby devices that
help the host-MSD processing CIASs, (e.g. Local servers, PCs, SPs, iPads, etc.).
3. Using a CS for IoT deployment will continually suffer from connectivity cost issues,
due to oversubscription to the wireless air interface spectrum. In 2019 alone, the
amount of data generated from IoT devices to a CS is equal to the data gathered in all
prior years [8]. 5G network deployments from 2020 will elevate some of the issues for
a while [9].
Edge Computing (EC) [10]; a computing resource infrastructure has emerged to
resolve the shortfalls introduce from offloading the processing of CIASs to a CS, by
providing the following:
1. Minimising the long-distance communication between the host-MSD and CS by
shifting the execution from the CS to servers near the Edge of the host-MSD, to
improve the response time, as shown in Figure 1-2.
2. Offering local resources, (e.g. processing and storage), at one hop closer to the hostMSD to save the RTT latency and much-reduced network traffic congestion.
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3. Reducing the overall cost as less data is transferred through the network, as well as
providing a more robust and secure solution as data/sub-tasks are not uploaded through
a public internet connection, as when using a CS [11].

Figure 1-2. The Latency of IoT and MSDs for Cloud and Edge Servers
A review of relevant proposed EC solutions is detailed as part of our literature review
stated in Section 2.1. Having the EC infrastructure is of course ideal for the everincreasing deployment of IoT/CIASs. However, EC solutions are normally preplanned as part of the overall computing infrastructure in the vicinity of the host-MSD,
which is challenging to predict for CIASs/IoT deployments, especially when adopted
at various clusters/locations.
Fog computing is a decentralised computing infrastructure, (introduced by Cisco in
2014), where the processing resources, (data, CIASs and storage), are allocated
between the Cloud and the end-users. Fog computing is normally referring to
bridge/network layer between the Cloud and the Edge, so to perform the computation
and routed over to the internet backbone.
The rollout of future networks such as the 5G cellular deployment that are expected to
be “Self-Learn”, “Self-Plan” and “Self-Predict” will also impact the progression of
CIASs and will no doubt elevate some of the connectivity burden currently witnessed
in current technologies. In the same vein, the adaptation of AI-based models, (e.g.
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Machine Learning (ML) [12], Deep Learning (DL) [13], Reinforcement Learning (RL)
and Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL)) [14], are needed in such environments to
perform intelligent decisions and predictions that will ease the implementation of more
and more CIASs, but will further increase the processing/computation of the hostMSD.
Therefore, it was our aim that this development has to meet the following
objectives/features to be unique to this thesis, as an individual attribute and as a
working system:
1. Smartness: to build a smart solution that can enhance the launching experience of
CIASs onboard MSDs, i.e. improving performance, usability and reliability, while
reducing resource consumption, traffic congestion and overall cost.
2. Resource Type: to form an Edge Computing Resource (ECR), which is a one-hop
communication closer to the host-MSD, reducing both latency and processing delay,
as well as enabling the execution of CIASs to run on any Edge assisting-MSDs.
3. Cooperative: to recruit suitable available devices that are willing to cooperate and
offer their unused processing resources in a parallel/sharing environment, to aid others
voluntarily and/or based on a credit scheme.
4. On-the-go: to build an on-the-go solution, that can form an active resource network
of assisting-MSDs together with the host-MSD, without prior planning of
infrastructures, compared to static Cloud and Edge offloading solutions.
5. Connectivity Resource: to unleash the computational/processing power of nearby
assisting computing devices, in the vicinity of the host-MSD, to reduce the RoundTrip Time (RTT) occurred from offloading to a CS or an Edge Server (ES).
6. Intelligence: to use a Cloud-based AI-engine, that is capable of forming dynamic
and intelligent decisions of the available assisting-MSDs, to select the best device with
a powerful processor and high-capacity battery power among others. This is necessary
to automatically boost-up the decision of what and where to offload, which is normally
performed manually in typical offloading frameworks.
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Figure 1-3. SP Roadmap of Processing Resources and Battery Capacity
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1.1. Research Methodology and Design Methods
Figure 1-4 shows a typical research methodology that I have followed during my study.
In the first 3 months, my focus was on reviewing papers and books about CC to gain
knowledge about various services, characteristics and challenges from technical
deployment as well as the business model. To have further exposure to the topic, I
have decided to attend the CC module that was running at that term, (taught by my
supervisor “Prof. Lami”), which has intensively helped me to understand technically
about various models, services, characteristics, providers, and other stockholders.
Most importantly, I have learned about actual networking issues caused by the CC
traffic, including service protocols, traffic congestions and provisions, load
balancing/autoscaling, as well as the cost of accessing a Data Centre (DC) to request
services. Also, this has helped me to come across my research area of interest;
Offloading Techniques for Mobile Cloud Computing Services (MCCS).

Figure 1-4. Research Methodology
Reading the latest publications is an ongoing task throughout my research period, for
the next research stage (approximately 4 months), I have focused my efforts on the
literature review. I have reviewed about 70 publications specifically on the topic of
offloading frameworks/implementations, most of these are documented in details in
Chapter 2.
For the remainder of the first year, (about 3/4 months), I have dedicated my time for
hands-on development and activities to truly engage with my topic and practically
learn from other published materials by using various simulators. I have practically
validated and re-evaluated four offloading frameworks, that I have eventually used
them to compare with my implementation as detailed in Section 3.3. These
experiments were conducted to offload the processing of CIASs sub-tasks from the
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host-MSD to a CS and to understand the offloading process including the main models;
profiling, partitioning, and decision-making.
Furthermore, as a conclusion of all the studies and hands-on practice, I have done
during my first year, crucially I have answered the 5 critical questions in my research
summarised below and presented in Figure 1-5.
1. Why to offload: to improve the host-MSD performance/functionality when
launching CIASs, so to reduce the processing time, connectivity cost and battery power
consumption. As well as to eliminate the overall cost overhead as much as possible,
introduced from existing static Cloud and Edge solutions, our solution does not require
prior planning as part of the overall computing infrastructure, nor fully depends on the
CS unlimited resources.
2. What to offload: to split any CIAS to local and remote chunks/sub-tasks, we
defined a relationship to identify offloadability, granularity and complexity, so to build
executable sub-tasks. To solve the issue of dependency, we built executable sub-tasks
from clustering a group of offloadable sub-tasks, using a Depth First Search (DFS)
algorithm [15].
3. When to offload: ideally Apps/Services that require intensive processing with few
transfers between devices, through a fast-wireless network, are always advantageous
to offload. It is important to consider a low-cost connectivity protocol to use during
offloading, as well as a stable network link at all times. We aim to only offload when
the assisting-MSDs can execute the required sub-tasks in less time and much-reduced
battery power than the host-MSD.
4. Where to offload: we provide an elastic solution that can offloads the processing
of CIASs sub-tasks to a pool of nearby assisting-MSDs, and a CS if needed. The
selection flexibility of devices is to cope with any type of CIASs that might be costeffective to run on a specific device and in some cases where such devices are
unavailable.
5. How to offload: our solution functions as follow: (a) profiling and partitioning the
CIAS to local and remote sub-tasks using a DFS algorithm and automation sampling
profiling by generating executable sub-tasks. (b) Forming the ECR-engine that forms
an on-the-go resource network of nearby assisting-MSDs, based on instructions
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received from a Cloud-based AI-engine. (c) A DL decision-making model to schedule
sub-tasks to execute on the device with the highest resources, (e.g. fast processor, highcapacity battery), and lowest load, by using a performance scoring algorithm and a
Deep Neural Network (DNN) [16]. (d) Establishing a local peer-to-peer connectivity
protocol to communicate remotely with the available assisting-MSDs, using
Nearby/Post API [17]. (e) Offloading the sub-tasks to the available assisting-MSDs in
parallel and retrieve results upon completion.

Figure 1-5. Offloading Decision
The above has led to our first proposal “SCCOF” [18], which I have built and
published at the beginning of my second year. SCCOF is a Smart Cooperative
Computation Offloading Framework that offloads the processing of CIASs from the
host-MSD to a CS and retrieves results upon completion, as detailed in Section 3.3.3.
From thus far, it has become important that I also gain technical knowledge of relevant
cooperative techniques, and therefore in the following 4 months, I have decided to
investigate and read more publications. This has helped me to evaluate the overall cost
overhead of processing time and battery power of CIASs deployments. This
investigation has led to our second proposal development. This has led to further
enhancement of forming an Edge computing engine for this solution. This work has
consumed the remainder of the second year.
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It took a further 6 months for implementing and testing of various scenarios and
experiments, to validate my second solution. The conclusion has led to publish my
second “SOSE” [19] solution. SOSE is a Smart Offloading Scheme for Edge services
that offloads CIASs sub-tasks from the host-MSD to a group of nearby assisting-MSDs
in parallel, by forming an ECR-engine, as detailed in Section 4.1.
Around the mid of my third year and in order to make our offloading novelty truly
viable solution for an on-the-go ECR, we decided to deploy a Cloud-based AI-engine
to handle the various task allocations. I started to investigate again, to gain knowledge
of relevant intelligent solutions, to the best of my knowledge, I did not find an AIbased engine deployed in a cooperative offloading sharing resource. I had to
implement and deploy some intelligent models to solve various typical problems, (e.g.
image classifications and voice/text recognitions), so to modify such models to address
the tasks which my solution intended to solve. Besides, I went to several workshops to
learn how to build such AI models, until I arrived at the most suitable implementation,
after testing several AI platforms, (e.g. Colab [20], TensorFlow [21], BigML [22] and
Amazon SageMaker [23]).
Later on, (approximately 3 months), we have introduced and built a Cloud-based AIengine to boost-up the offloading decision. The conclusion has led to publish our third
“DEO” [24] solution. DEO is a Smart Dynamic Edge Offloading scheme that deploys
a Cloud-based AI-engine to advise on the best scenario of profiling and partitioning
among the assisting-MSDs in the vicinity of the host-MSD.
In Sept 2019, most of my efforts are focused on publishing my thesis, and so I was
spending 4 days a week on writing up my first draft. This task has concluded in July
2020.
1.2. Novelties and Main Tasks
During my research, the following novelties were proposed and developed:
1. Introducing an Offloading Scheme to offload and share the execution of CIASs subtasks in parallel among nearby devices in a cooperative manner and a sharing
environment. This is achieved by (a) dynamic profilers to monitor the local processing
resources of the host-MSD, as well as to monitor the network condition and the
complexity/granularity of CIAS sub-tasks. Then based on the output of the profilers,
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(b) a DFS algorithm to cluster a group of offloadable sub-tasks together. (c) Migrate
the CIASs sub-tasks to the nearby devices in parallel and retrieve results upon
completion.
2. Proposing the formation of the innovative ECR-engine that forms a resource
network of assisting-MSDs on-the-go, so to help the host-MSD executing the
workload of CIAS. It can offload the workload to a pool of nearby devices including
assisting-MSDs, Cloud and Edge servers. This is achieved by (a) a peer-to-peer
connectivity to network to the devices using Nearby API networking interface. (b)
Developing an Offloading Programming Interface (OPI) that can be simply
ported/invoked on the participated MSDs, so to perform offloading trials, without prior
planning.
3. Developing an intelligent engine, hosted in the Cloud to recruit cooperative MSDs
and monitor their availability when needed, so to provide the host-MSD with decisions
of the best scenario to partition and offload the overall CIAS. It uses a performance
scoring algorithm and a DNN model to schedule the sub-tasks to execute on the best
assisting-MSD that has a powerful processor and high-capacity battery power.
During developing the above novities, I have accomplished further achievements that
I have decided to include the main contributions/tasks as follow:
•

Surveying literature of about 50 Cloud and Edge offloading frameworks so to
understand the offloading process, and to evaluate existing publications in terms
of (i) partitioning granularity, (ii) offloading gain and overhead cost and (iii) the
trade-off impact between the processing time and connectivity cost. (See Chapter
2 for more details).

•

Practically validated and re-evaluated four offloading frameworks, which have
helped me to build my first client-to-server implementation. Besides, conducting a
pilot study to (a) offload the processing of CIASs sub-tasks from the host-MSD to
a CS and (b) measure the transmission time of uploading sub-tasks using various
wireless networks. (See Chapter 3 for more details).

•

Developing an OPI that can seamlessly be invoked/ported on any Edge MSDs,
used to perform real-time offloading trials. As we as developing a simple
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offloading interface to mimic the functionality of the AI-engine in the host-MSD
repository. (See Chapters 4 and 5 for more details).
•

Implementing a cost estimator by defining Importance Priority Weighting (IPW)
values to estimate the overall overhead cost/efficiency, such as processing time,
battery power, RTT latency and throughput. The cost function combines multiple
units and scales to be addressed, especially when more MSDs are available to
cooperate and share their unused resources. (See Chapter 4 for more details).

•

Developing a simple algorithm to calculate the performance score of each MSD
used in the implementation so to schedule the most intensive sub-task to be
allocated to the best assisting-MSD with the highest performance score and so on.
Any device scores a performance threshold of 40% or less will be discarded from
the network, as not being qualified to help the host-MSD processing CIASs subtasks. (See Chapter 5 for more details).

•

Building a dataset of previous executions and from the process of profiling, the
dataset reflects about 600 scenarios to boost-up the offloading decision for further
executions and to fine-tune the model if needed. The dataset is used to train and
test the DNN model, (i.e. the dataset is split to 80% for training and 20% for
testing). (See Chapter 5 for more details).

•

Finally, on the personal development side, I have participated in teaching CC
practical sessions for 3 autumn terms during my research (2017, 2018, & 2019).
The teaching sessions focus on learning how to (1) launch a service using a
CloudAnalyst tool [25], to evaluate and calculate the average cost of DC
response/processing time, Cloud traffic and Virtual Machine (VM) load, when
users request a service from a CS. (2) Deploy a service in the Cloud using Amazon
Web Services (AWS) Beanstalk [26], to handle (service deployment, on-demand
auto-scaling, virtual instances, load balancing and the processing cost of such
services. This experience has enriched my knowledge and helped me enormously
and technically to accomplish my research. Besides, it gave me a chance to get
solid feedback and contributions from the students.
I have also participated in many academic and industry webinars/seminars,
workshops and conferences, so to network with likeminded researchers and to
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develop my skills, this have enormously helped me to accomplish my research and
also result in publishing three academic papers.
1.3. Thesis Structure
This thesis concludes six chapters, organised as follow:
Chapter Two concludes a comprehensive review of publications that focus on (a)
offloading frameworks/implementations that offload the processing of CIASs
workload from the host-MSD to a CS and/or ES for executions. (b) Partitioning
algorithms/techniques that divide the overall CIASs to suitable sub-tasks so to be
executed on the chosen devices. (c) Relevant AI-based models and algorithms.
Chapter Three demonstrates experiments and tests conducted in the early stages of
this research to validate/evaluate some offloading frameworks/implementations, so to
understand the offloading process. It also presents (a) a pilot study to justify the
importance of various wireless networks used to offload the processing of CIASs subtasks from the host-MSD to a CS. (b) Typical overall cost equation used to measure
the local and remote processing time and consumed battery power.
Chapter Four introduces the formation of the On-the-go ECR-engine, which offloads
the processing of CIASs sub-tasks to cooperative assisting-MSDs in the vicinity of the
host-MSD, and using a CS if necessary. Besides, it demonstrates the creation of the
OPI that can be simply ported/invoked on the participated MSDs without prior
planning. Also, it introduces a cost estimator model, based on defining IPW values so
to calculate the offloading gain and cost overhead. Followed by details of the
implementation process and a discussion of the achieved results.
Chapter Five introduces a Cloud-based AI-engine used to deploy a DL decisionmaking model that can “Self-learn”, “Self-plan” and “Self-predict” to make dynamic
and intelligent decisions, so to advise the host-MSD of what and where to offload. This
is achieved by implementing a DNN model and a performance scoring algorithm to
select the best-assisting device that has the highest resources, (e.g. powerful processor
and high-capacity battery power), and lowest load among others, using a pre-build
dataset of 600 scenarios. Followed by details of the implementation process and a
discussion of the achieved results.
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Chapter Six concludes the research work done in this thesis. It starts with a thesis
summary of the main achievements/contributions, and also a research discussion
including the main remarks and achieved results. Finally, it highlights potential future
research directions and recommendations.
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2. Literature Review
This chapter reviews technical publications that I have studied during my research,
which have enormously helped me to understand the offloading process and so to
implement and test my novelties.
At the beginning of my research, I was very keen to understand the depth and breadth
about CC, I have read dozens of publications so to investigate the technical aspect of
CC models, services, characteristics, providers, and other stockholders. After a good
discussion with my supervisor, we have agreed to focus on Offloading Techniques for
MCCS as my research direction, and so reading the literature was an on-going task for
me at all times. To explore the offloading concept and to get hands-on activity, I have
studied the existing frameworks/implementations that focus on offloading the
processing of CIASs workload from a host-MSD to a CS/ES for execution and to
retrieve the results back upon completion. These frameworks/implementations are
detailed in Section 2.1.
While I was presenting my research work at a conference meeting, I have discussed
with some likeminded researchers about the latest offloading frameworks publications,
that contribute towards the partitioning aspect. We have emphasised that any
successful offloading framework/implementation would demand a dynamic and
adaptive partitioning algorithm, so to perform accurate decisions and maintain a low
overhead cost between the host-MSD and the assisting computing resources. This has
motivated me to study various publications that focus on proposing algorithms to
partition the processing of CIASs workload to chunks/sub-tasks, so to execute on the
host-MSD and the assisting computing resources. These algorithms are detailed in
Section 2.2.
My supervisor always believes in the spirit of automation and AI-based models, so to
build dynamic and intelligent solutions. While we were attending a Matlab event that
was focused on AI-based models, we have discussed whether we shall come up with
a unique intelligent solution using ML/DL algorithms together with an offloading
system. After a good discussion, I got inspired to investigate relevant AI-based
models/algorithms to understand the technical aspect, I have also attended to various
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seminars and workshops to get hands-on activity, so to build my AI-engine. These AIbased models/algorithms are detailed in Section 2.3.
2.1. A Review of Publications that Focus on Proposing Offloading Frameworks
Frameworks that profile, partition and offload certain chunks/sub-tasks of the overall
CIAS workload from the host-MSD to a CS or an ES, has started around 2010. This
section of the literature is dedicated to technical offloading frameworks and
implementations, I have chosen 17 out of 30 publications that focus on proposing
various methods which have helped us in the analysis and the enhancements we
adopted in our solution proposals. I have re-evaluated four of these to gain hands-on
experience of how to deploy a typical client-to-server interfacing and offloading, as
detailed in Chapter 3.
The authors in [27] have introduced COCA; a framework that starts at the CIAS
development stage, where the developing team make all the offloading decisions in
advance. As shown in Figure 2-1, the source-code developers have achieved this by
performing 3 stages, (namely, Profiling, Building and Registration), as follows: (1)
analysing the CIAS source-code to determine the complex loops, (e.g. such loops that
iterate for ten million times), functions, and execution flow of the App/Service. (2)
Using Aspect-Oriented Programming and AspectJ library [28] for various chunks of
the source code, (by inserting breakpoints at various natural code boundaries), so to
calculate the frame rate per second. (3) Evaluating the execution time and memory
requirements for each chunk, when executing locally on the host-MSD or remotely on
the CS, and log these values in a report file for future executions. The overall CIAS
source-code is then partitioned and compiled into executable sub-tasks to either
execute locally or remotely based on the above analysis.
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Figure 2-1. COCA Framework Architecture
To evaluate the performance of COCA framework, the authors have developed a chess
game CIAS to be tested in the experiments, so to execute locally on the host-MSD, (a
Google Nexus One SP that has Qualcomm MSM7225 and 528 MHz CPU), and
remotely on a CS, (AWS EC2). i.e. After completing the above 3 stages, the AI module
of the Chess game is selected as the most intensive sub-task, therefore it is partitioned
and offloaded to the CS, where the remaining of the sub-tasks are processed locally on
the host-MSD. The achieved results show improvement of 18x faster execution time
and 56% battery power saving when using COCA framework, compared to processing
the chess game locally by the host-MSD alone.
We believe that COCA implementation has opened up the gate for many subsequent
framework proposals. Albeit, having decisions made by the actual source-code
developers, (handmade tailoring), will make the offloading process static, slow,
requiring the developer’s engagement in advance.
To address COCA static process and to reduce the burden on the CIASs developers,
the authors in [29] have proposed MAUI; an offloading framework that performs
dynamic offloading decisions during the execution time of the CIAS. As shown in
Figure 2-2, they have achieved this by developing 2 modules positioned on the host-
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MSD and the CS, these modules are continually working together, (i.e. using a Clientto-server proxy middleware), so to perform the offloading decision, as follows:
1. Using profilers to collect context information about the host-MSD, CS, CIAS and
network,

(e.g.

processor

capability

and

battery

capacity,

sub-tasks

offloadability/complexity and network throughput). The profilers use linear
programming and serialisation reflection techniques to determine local and remote
sub-tasks. MAUI controller on the CS side monitors the availability of the CS using
Microsoft.NET Common Language Runtime [29].
2. Deploying a solver engine to determine the processing cost for the sub-tasks if
executing locally on the host-MSD or remotely on the CS, based on the collected
information from the profilers. The solver pre-calculates the battery power saving for
each sub-task if offloaded by Wi-Fi and 3G, using a mathematical formula.
3. Offloading the remote sub-tasks to the CS using MAUI middleware proxy, then
retrieve the results upon completion. If the current connection with the CS is lost, then
the proxy re-invokes the sub-task to execute locally on the host-MSD.

Figure 2-2. MAUI Framework Architecture
To evaluate the performance of MAUI in terms of battery power saving, the authors
have used face recognition and chess game as their CIASs to execute locally on the
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host-MSD and also remotely on the CS, using Wi-Fi and 3G connectivity. Based on
the achieved results as shown in Figure 2-3, MAUI reduces the host-MSD battery
power consumption by 80% for face recognition and 19% for the chess game,
compared to the local execution by the host-MSD alone.
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Figure 2-3. MAUI Battery Power Consumption
We believe this framework does provide a dynamic offloading decision at the runtime, and it does improve the host-MSD battery power consumption, by reducing the
RTT which is necessary for the overall cost of offloading. Albeit, running profilers
continually will increase overall offloading cost, we have noticed from the achieved
results that using 3G has increased the overall cost by 5% for the chess game test.
To overcome this issue, the authors in [30] have proposed CloneCloud; a subsequent
offloading framework that provides a fine-grained method to automatically determines
CIASs local and remote sub-tasks. They have achieved this by developing (1) a static
analyser positioned in the CS to determine and exclude the CIAS local sub-tasks, (e.g.
sub-tasks that require to access the host-MSD local features and input/output subtasks), these sub-tasks must execute locally on the host-MSD at all times. (2) Using
dynamic profilers positioned on the host-MSD and the CS, that work together to
monitor the host-MSD and CS resources, (i.e. processing capabilities, memory
requirements and battery level). The output of the profilers is used to calculate the local
and remote processing time and required battery power for the remaining offloadable
sub-tasks. The output from the static analyser and dynamic profiler is used by (3) an
optimisation solver positioned in the CS, that calculates the overall offloading costs,
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including the connectivity cost, then starts to offload the sub-tasks to the CS and
retrieve results upon completion.
To evaluate the performance of CloneCloud framework, the authors have used Java
Virtual tool and Microsoft .NET platform [31] to implement a Virus Scanner (VS)
App, (i.e. to scan a 10 MB file stored previously in the host-MSD memory), so to
execute locally on the host-MSD and also remotely on the CS. Based on the achieved
results as shown in Figure 2-4, using CloneCloud framework improves the host-MSD
execution time by 20x and reduces the battery power consumption by 20%, compared
to processing VS locally by the host-MSD alone.

Figure 2-4. CloneCloud Execution Time and Battery Power Consumption
We believe that CloneCloud dynamic profiler method reduces the overall offloading
overhead compared to MAUI, as it is much simpler than manual profiling and is
executed less often. This framework was a seed for us to think of using an automatic
profiling technique so to alleviate the burden on the host-MSD.
The above framework has been enhanced by the work in [32], that introduces
ThinkAir; a scalable offloading framework that proposes to use multiple VMs in a CS,
so to handle the CIASs workload. These VMs are requested on-demand and meant to
work in parallel based on the required workload, (e.g. if the current workload exceeds
the capacity of a single VM, then another VM is generated, and part of the workload
is migrated to the second VM, and so on). As shown in Figure 2-5, the authors have
developed 2 modules positioned on the host-MSD and the CS, these modules are
continually working together using ThinkAir middleware, so to perform the offloading
decision as follows: (1) using dynamic profilers to gather information from the hostMSD, network and the CIAS, (e.g. Processor capability, battery capacity, data
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transmission rate and sub-tasks complexity/offloadability). (2) Using an execution
controller to measure sub-tasks invocation time, this, as well as the output from the
profilers are used then to estimate the local and remote processing time for each subtask. If the local processing time exceeds the remote processing time, then the sub-task
is assigned as a remote sub-task, this is followed by using an API library to compile
and annotate the sub-tasks as local and remote. (3) Using a VM manager to start,
resume and control the parallelisation of the VMs, it monitors CPU utilisation and
MIPS of the VM and invokes further VMs if the workload of any VM exceeds 70% of
its processing capabilities. After the analysis of steps 1, 2 and 3 are completed then the
framework starts to offload the sub-tasks to the VMs and retrieves the results upon
completion, using a client handler which manages the communication.

Figure 2-5. ThinkAir Framework Architecture
To evaluate the performance of ThinkAir framework, the authors have implemented
N-Queens puzzle game [33] as their CIAS to use in the experiments, so to execute
locally on the host-MSD and also remotely on a CS with 6 VMs, using Wi-Fi and 3G
networks. Based on the achieved results as shown in Figure 2-6, using ThinkAir
framework reduces the execution time and battery power consumption by 60%,
compared to the local processing by the host-MSD alone.
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Figure 2-6. ThinkAir Execution Time and Battery Power Consumption
We believe the concept of parallel processing is novel and it is very important to scale
up/down resources on-demand, so to cope with the processing demand of CIASs. We
have performed a test to generate multiple VMs and scale up/down on demand, so to
evaluate the effect on the overall processing and response time, as detailed in Section
3.2.
The authors in [34] have claimed that ThinkAir framework will suffer from
connectivity issues, especially if a poor network signal is used at the time of offloading,
(e.g. user movement or a sudden drop in the network). They have modified ThinkAir
framework and introduced an Enhanced ThinkAir; a delayed offloading algorithm to
bypass network drops by avoiding offloading at certain time intervals. This is achieved
by (1) checking the network condition using network emulator during the offloading
process. If the network condition is poor, (i.e. the remote bitrate is 250 Kbps or less),
then the algorithm delays the offloading of the sub-tasks until the network condition
is improved for a period of time Tdeadline. (2) Using a power cost model to predict the
consumed battery power when offloading the sub-tasks, based on previous executions
fetched from a pre-build DB. The algorithm compares the predicted power cost with
the actual cost for the sub-tasks if processed on the host-MSD or the CS. (3) Reevaluating the network condition, if it does not improve, the algorithm then resumes
the offloading process as described in the ThinkAir framework.
To evaluate the performance of Enhanced ThinkAir, the authors have implemented an
image processing CIAS, so to execute locally on the host-MSD and also remotely on
the CS. The following network conditions were emulated and evaluated: (a) stable
connection network, (b) sudden drop in the network, (bit rate dropped from 950 Kbps
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to 600 Kbps), and (c) persistent drop in the network, (bit rate dropped from 900 Kbps
to 250 Kbps). Figure 2-7 shows the accuracy of the predicted power cost model,
compared to the actual power cost measurements, the model was able to predict the
power cost of sub-tasks especially when the number of iterations/executions increases.

Figure 2-7. Actual and Predicted Power Cost
Also, Figure 2-8 shows that using Enhanced ThinkAir delayed offloading algorithm
reduces the host-MSD consumed battery power by 57%, compared to the local
processing by the host-MSD alone.
We believe this algorithm proves to adapt itself to various network conditions and
changes and will perform well with different connectivity networks. Nevertheless, we
also think it will encounter processing delays in making offloading decisions.
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Figure 2-8. Enhanced ThinkAir Battery Power Consumption
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To address the issue of the processing delay in the above proposal, the authors in [35]
have introduced MACS; an elastic offloading framework that performs automatic
decisions for any CIAS, with minimum modification. As shown in Figure 2-9, the
authors have developed 2 modules positioned on the host-MSD and the CS, these
modules are continually working together using MACS service proxy, so to enable the
deployment of MACS to perform the offloading decision as follows:
1. A performance context monitor to profile the complexity and granularity of CIAS
workload, (e.g. searching for loops and functions that iterate for 100 times). Then it
calculates the memory requirements, CPU load and battery power for processing each
loop/function locally on the host-MSD and also remotely on the CS, using an
offloading manager.
2. A pre-build MACS library to generate local and remote executable sub-tasks from
these loops/functions, so such sub-tasks can execute automatically on the host-MSD
or the CS.
3. An adaptive scheduling mechanism to determine where to execute such sub-tasks
based on a history DB that registers all previous executions. It stores the sub-tasks in
a queue and starts to schedule them in sequential order.
4. A service manager to monitor the connectivity middleware between the host-MSD
and the CS, it uses inter-process communication and Android proxy to enable remote
procedure calls, so certain sub-tasks can be processed remotely on the CS. After the
process of steps 1, 2, 3 and 4 are completed, then MACS starts to process the local
sub-tasks on the host-MSD and offloads the remote sub-tasks to the CS, then retrieves
the results upon completion.
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Figure 2-9. MACS Framework Architecture
To evaluate the performance of MACS framework, the authors have implemented a
video face detection as their CIAS to test in the experiment, (i.e. to detect faces from
a video stream with a duration between 10-60 s). The face detection module is assigned
as a remote sub-task as being the most intensive sub-task and therefore must execute
on the CS, where all the remaining sub-tasks are assigned as local sub-tasks and must
execute on the host-MSD. They have used a host-MSD, (an SP that has ARM A8 600
MHz and 256 MB memory), and a CS, (a PC that has Quadcore 2.83 GHz and 8 GB
memory). As detailed in Table 2-1, the achieved results show that using MACS can
achieve 20x speed up and 95% battery power saving, compared to the local run by the
host-MSD alone.
Table 2-1. Execution Time and Battery Power Consumption
Video Duration (s)

Execution Time (min) – Host/Server

Battery Power (kw) – Host/Server

10
20
30
40
50
60

14.8/0.7
27.6/1.0
42.6/1.8
62.5/2.2
77.7/2.8
96.7/3.3

0.9/0.1
1.7/0.1
2.6/0.1
3.7/0.2
4.7/0.2
5.8/0.3

We believe that the concept of this framework is important, as a scheduling mechanism
is necessary to determine where and when to execute certain sub-tasks, the motivation
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of this work has led us to include a scheduling mechanism to our solution, as will be
detailed in Section 5.2.5.2.
Similarly, other authors have introduced some associated offloading frameworks
which I have decided to briefly mention here for more information. The authors in [36]
have proposed a multi-parameter decision framework to offload the processing of
CIASs workload from the host-MSD to fog computing networking/infrastructure.
They have used Femtocloud, (i.e. small low-power APs positioned in a home or small
office), so to reduce the offloading traffic. The authors in [37] have proposed a Cloud
migration strategy to offload the intensive sub-tasks from the overloaded servers to the
unloaded servers in a Cloud DC, so to maintain the workload within the DC.
Reviewing the above offloading frameworks have helped me to conclude the
following: (1) a successful offloading framework/implementation would have to
improve the host-MSD execution time and consumed battery power consumption
when processing CIASs workload. Offloading is most useful for sub-tasks requiring
intensive processing that require few transfers between the host-MSD and assisting
CS, using a fast connectivity, (p2p Wi-Fi), otherwise offloading is not beneficial.
Albeit, it is important to consider sub-tasks complexity/granularity, connectivity cost
between the host-MSD host and assisting CS and the total processing delay to receive
the results back. (2) A suitable partitioning algorithm is essential to decide on subtasks complexity, offloadability and granularity to be offloaded, as well as the
overhead cost between the host-MSD and the assisting CS.
An advantage of EC is to provide computing resources, (e.g. processing and storage),
near the end-users, so to reduce processing delay and overall traffic cost, introduced
by offloading sub-tasks to a typical CS for execution. This has been an incentive for
us to review publications that address the saving and improvement that can be offered
when offloading sub-tasks to an ES. The below publications focus on proposing EC
implementations, which have helped me to build my second proposal solution, SOSE;
a Smart Offloading Scheme for Edge services, as will be detailed in Chapter 4.
The first of these publications is an auto-scaling model that offloads the processing of
CIASs sub-tasks from the host-MSD to an ES. It enables multiple virtual resources in
the ES to be utilised for running sub-tasks offloaded from the host-MSD [38], as shown
in Figure 2-10. The authors have achieved this by implementing four models, (namely,
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static and dynamic analysers, proxy monitor, distributor and executor), deployed on
the host-MSD. As well as six models, (namely, register manager, predictor, decision
solver, virtual resource controller, partition analyser and executor), deployed on each
virtual resource in the ES. These models are working together to perform the
offloading decisions as follows (1) determine local and remote sub-tasks and exclude
the sub-tasks that require to interact with the host-MSD local features, (e.g.
input/output, nested loops and sub-tasks that access to camera/memory). The
remaining of the sub-tasks are considered as offloadable sub-tasks. The static analyser
uses 0-1 integer linear programming to annotate the sub-tasks with 0/1, where 0
annotates a local sub-task, and 1 else wise.

Figure 2-10. ES Auto-scaling Model Architecture
(2) Estimate the cost of running the sub-tasks locally and/or remotely, by analysing
the current network condition based on the bandwidth of the connection link used at
the time of offloading. (3) Monitor the virtual resources and sub-tasks queue on the
ES. The decision solver decides which virtual resource to select for the incoming subtasks from the host-MSD based on the current queue and completion time. (4) Interact
with the ES and start to offload the sub-tasks accordingly and retrieve results upon
completion. The virtual resource manager is responsible to migrate the sub-tasks from
the loaded virtual resource to the unloaded one if the capacity of a certain virtual
resource exceeds its limit.
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The concept of shifting the processing of CIASs sub-tasks from the CS to an ES is
unique in that it will save the RTT latency and battery power of the host-MSD, and
this eventually will no doubt minimise the overall traffic cost caused by existing CS
implementations. However, this model needs to be properly thought off and processed
intelligently to achieve maximum gains. This was a seed for thinking about forming
our Edge computing resource.
Tracking systems, Drone-based monitoring, E-health body sensors and Smart home
gadgets are examples of nowadays Apps [39]. These Apps require AI-based models to
analyse streams of audio/video data coming from many sensors. Deploying such AIbased models require significant processing resources, which may not be ideal for
running an ES, but more suited for a CS. An offloading model that balances the
processing load between a CS and ES has been proposed in [40], so to address the
computation intensity introduced from deploying such AI-based Apps. The authors
have achieved this by shifting the AI training and testing sub-tasks to the CS, as being
the most intensive sub-tasks, whereas the AI inference engine sub-task is deployed in
the ES, that is necessary to handle processing/analysis nearer to the host-MSD, as
shown in Figure 2-11. i.e. The host-MSD offloads data to the CS, the data is then
labelled, trained and tested by multiple AI models, based on the chosen decision, the
model is retrieved, sterilised and stored in a shared repository. The AI inference
engine, which is a microservice is invoked/positioned at the ES that can be accessed
through the shared repository.

Figure 2-11. Offloading Model Architecture
This model concept is impressive in that it balances the load among the CS and ES,
resulting in fewer data being shipped to the CS, which theoretically reduces the traffic
cost. We believe that the concept of including a CS for the overall decision-making in
splitting the processing load between the CS and ES is commendable. We have
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introduced a similar concept, we used the Cloud-layer to deploy an AI-engine to boostup the typical offloading decision, as well as the Edge-layer to deploy the ECR-engine
to form an on-the-go resource network of nearby assisting-MSDs, as will be detailed
in Chapter 4.
The concept of the above-proposed model has been enhanced by the work in [41], that
introduces a mechanism to implement a DL model for IoT Apps and schedule its layers
to execute/invoke seamlessly across the CS and ES, as shown in Figure 2-12. The
authors have achieved this by (1) deploying a mathematical formula to calculate the
capacity of each ES based on the processor resources and current load. (2) Using a
historical DB that provides a maximum and minimum required data transmission rate
for executing each sub-task on the ES. It monitors the ES and starts to execute DL
layers in a sequential order while observing the current queue and load, then it starts
to increase the number of layers while monitoring the overall performance of the ES.
i.e. The first input layers are consisting of many processing computes layers, therefore,
it is more beneficial to run such layers in a CS. Then, when the dimension of the DL
network is reduced, and the size of the intermediate layers becomes smaller than the
input layer, these layers are then deployed in the ES.

Figure 2-12. Scheduling Mechanism Architecture for IoT Deployments
To evaluate the performance of the scheduling mechanism, the authors have used
AlexNet CNN [42] that consists of 8 layers. After running the above analysis, the
network is structured to run across the CS and ES and the decision is formed to deploy
the first 5 layers in the CS, where the last three layers are positioned in the ES. The
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scheduling mechanism is compared with two popular scheduling mechanisms,
(namely, First In First Out and Low Bandwidth First), the testing shows that the
proposed mechanism outperforms the two other mechanisms, as it generates less data
transfer by shifting more sub-tasks from the CS to the ES.
This has inspired us to include a scheduling capability in our AI-engine, so to schedule
CIASs sub-tasks to execute among the assisting-MSDs, and also to select the MSD
that has the highest resources, (e.g. fast processor and high-capacity battery power), as
will be detailed in Section 5.2.5.
A model that aims to enhance the above-proposed scheduling mechanism has
introduced a delay-aware task-graph algorithm and an optimal VM selection method,
so to dynamically allocate sub-tasks to run across a CS and ES [43], as shown in Figure
2-13. The authors have achieved this by (1) implementing a sort algorithm that
analyses a typical task-graph algorithm and chooses the best topological cut-off of subtasks that is likely to perform well if executed on a CS or an ES. It uses a Kahn
algorithm [43] that has a low polynomial processing complexity, so to efficiently find
the best cut-off among sub-tasks while reducing the overhead cost of the deployed
algorithm. (2) Ranking the available VMs based on the processing resources and
current load, as well as considering the processing time that each VM takes to execute
a sub-task at a certain time interval. (3) Selecting the most appropriate VM that
consumes less time which therefore helps to minimise the overall processing delay.

Figure 2-13. Proposed Solution Architecture
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The experiments and achieved results of the algorithm have reduced sub-tasks
processing delay by 19%, compared to a typical task-graph partitioning algorithm.
Albeit, it only considers the processing time as a metric to evaluate the proposed
model.
We believe other metrics like battery power and connectivity cost are very essential to
evaluate the performance of the algorithm and to measure the RTT latency using
various connectivity technologies. Therefore, we believe an adaptive algorithm that
can intelligently learn and adapt itself accordingly is needed, especially if deployed in
some heterogeneous environments, (e.g. accessibility to the assisting computing
resources might be restricted to various wireless technologies).
Various wireless network technologies, (e.g. Wi-Fi, cellular and BT), have a precise
data transmission rate and RTT latency that can influence the connectivity cost
negatively. As a result, using a particular wireless network will certainly affect the
offloading processing time and overall cost. A model that addresses the above has
proposed an emulation testbed to emulate the network conditions of various wireless
technologies, so to select the best network to use during the offloading process [44].
The authors have achieved this by (1) manipulating four wireless technologies,
(namely BT, Wi-Fi direct, Wi-Fi and 3G), while offloading the processing of CIAS
sub-tasks from the host-MSD to several assisting ESs, using a traffic shaper. (2)
Emulating the network conditions of such technologies to generate specific RTT,
packet loss and data transmission rate, so to reflect a real network condition. The
connectivity cost was examined while pushing multiple sub-tasks through the network.
The testing shows that using BT to offload improves the host-MSD processing time
and battery power consumption, it outperforms Wi-Fi and 3G by 25% and 44%. Albeit,
using Wi-Fi network is still promising if small RTT is introduced, (e.g. nearby server).
Nevertheless, 3G is yet to be the ultimate network use while offloading the processing
of CIASs sub-tasks from the host-MSD to an ES.
To justify our implementation, this model, as well as our connectivity cost analysis
test conducted in Section 3.3, have affirmed us that an efficient wireless network is
vital to use, so to achieve a better offloading outcome, (i.e. to eliminate the
connectivity cost, which will eventually reduce the overall processing cost). We have
addressed this by implementing a local peer2peer connectivity, using Nearby API
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interface, so to network with nearby assisting-MSDs, while eliminating the RTT
latency and the overall network traffic congestion.
To measure the cost overhead introduced from forming an EC infrastructure, the
authors in [45] have proposed a mapping-optimisation technique to select the most
suitable server to use, so to achieve a low-cost overhead. The authors have achieved
this by implementing (1) a mathematical cost equation to calculate the cost of
deploying such a prediction technique, so to minimise the overall cost overhead. It
forms the mapping-optimisation problem as an MDP model to calculate the State,
Action and Reward functions. The State function defines how many servers are
available and what is the processing capacity for each. The Action function decides
which server to use and the Reward function identifies a minimum cost to achieve. (2)
A knowledge-passing mechanism to exchange information between several ESs in
multiple regions, (such as location, current load and processing capability), so to
predict the next available server to select. It selects the next available server by
calculating the distance, compare the shortest distance and choose the best server.
The authors have claimed that their technique reduces the overall cost overhead by
80%, compared to other relevant static techniques. However, their claim is based on
the assumption of the existence of a resource scheduling algorithm that can schedule
the load across servers, and migrate the load between servers if necessary.
Nevertheless, the motivation of this model has helped us to think of forming a cost
model to estimate the cost overhead of our solution, in terms of sub-tasks processing
time, consumed battery power, RTT latency and efficiency gain.
From a different perspective, offloading the processing of CIASs sub-tasks and sharing
the end-user data to a CS or ES may lead to an insecure deployment inviting malicious
activities. The authors in [46] have proposed a scheme that intends to secure subtasks/data before being shared from the host-MSD to an ES. They have achieved this
by (1) implementing a security manager interface to encrypt, exchange session keys
and verify the data before starting the offloading process. (2) Synchronising to the ES
through a secure middleware that handles the communication and monitors the
offloading process, it observes the ES and generates alerts if a breach has occurred.
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Even though, to the best of our knowledge, this scheme is the first to address security
issues, yet, it lacks details of the proposed architecture, nor experiments to prove the
novelty.
Similarly, another publication has proposed to provide a secure model to select
trustable assisting computing resources to use during the offloading process [47]. The
authors have achieved this by (1) implementing a social-trust engine that infers socialtrust factors from social relation between two devices. i.e. A trustable assisting
resource is only selected if it meets the social-trust factor launched by the host-MSD.
(2) Deploying a secure service broker that uses a tracker to authenticate the process
and build a secure firewall between the chosen assisting devices. In the same vein, the
authors in [48], have listed some techniques that can be implemented to secure the data
before sharing it with a CS or an ES and to authenticate the assisting devices. These
are steganography, trusted session keys, hardware-based secure deployment and
homomorphic encryption.
There is no doubt that the above three security publications are immature contributions
that theoretically intend to secure the offloading process, we believe more work needs
to be done in such direction, (e.g. the cost of deploying such models/engines influence
on the overall offloading cost). I must admit that our solution does not claim to provide
a security engine as the above, as not being the focus of my research. Albeit, our
solution does implement a secure deployment by using (1) AWS Rekognition [49]; a
highly secure service that uses access and secret keys to authenticate the nearby
assisting-MSDs. (2) Nearby API protocol; a secure middleware that provides fully
encrypted p2p data transfer [17].
The motivation of the above publications has helped me to build a novel ECR-engine
that forms a resource network on-the-go of nearby assisting-MSDs via short-range
wireless connectivity, without pre-setup planning of the overall infrastructure. Our
solution offloads and shares the processing of CIASs sub-tasks among the participated
assisting-MSDs in parallel together with the host-MSD.
2.2. A Review of Publications that Focus on Proposing Partitioning Techniques
Partitioning is a major task in the offloading process as explained in the introduction
of Chapter 2. The partitioning process of interest to this research is to determine that
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the CIAS is divided into multiple chunks/sub-tasks, that can eventually be offloaded
to run amongst the newly formed resource network of participating MSDs/Servers. I
have reviewed around 20 publications that helped me to understand the depth and
breadth of such partitioning algorithms. In this section, I have chosen to include 10
algorithms that proposed to comply with our criteria to meet the processing demand of
CIASs and to cope with different networking infrastructures, (e.g. Cloud and Edge
deployments), so to make accurate offloading decisions.
The authors in [50] have proposed a static partitioning algorithm to divide the
workload of CIAS to multiple chunks/sub-tasks, so to execute locally on a host-MSD
for most sub-tasks while offloading the intensive sub-tasks to execute remotely on the
CS. The algorithm works as follows: (1) making all sub-tasks that interact with the
host-MSD local features, (e.g. input/output sub-tasks, sub-tasks that access the
camera/memory and dependent sub-tasks that require output from the previous subtask), to execute locally on the host-MSD. (2) All the remaining sub-tasks are
considered as offloadable sub-tasks and therefore can be executed remotely on the CS,
based on a mathematical partitioning formula, which calculates the overall offloading
cost, including the local and remote processing time and the connectivity time between
the host-MSD and CS. The formula is based on a static analysis using HP iPAQ PDA
and based on the assumption that the CS is always available to help and have 10x
powerful processor, compared to the host-MSD.
This algorithm was a seed for us to understand the effort of partitioning, so to make a
good decision of where is best to execute such sub-tasks, as well as to calculate the
local and remote processing time. We believe this algorithm will perform well in static
scenarios, (e.g. the CS is always available/accessible and the network type is predefined from the outset). But we also think the algorithm is likely to suffer in
heterogeneous computing environments, (i.e. network changes from Wi-Fi to 3G
and/or the CS is busy executing some other sub-tasks), in such cases, a dynamic
algorithm is important to adapt itself to these changes.
To address the above issue, the authors in [51] have proposed a dynamic partitioning
algorithm using Genetic Algorithm (GA), so to find the optimal offloading strategy
that is likely to fit the workload of CIASs, if deployed in stochastic/changing
environments. i.e. A stochastic environment means when there are multiple assisting
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computing resources, including a CS and/or ES together with the host-MSD. The
authors have achieved this by applying GA that decides where to execute the sub-tasks,
by calculating the overall processing time, latency and cost for each sub-task, if
executed locally on the host-MSD or remotely on the CS/ES. GA uses 5 mathematical
search operations, (namely, initialisation, selection, crossover point, mutation, and
fitness function), so to topologically sort a chain of sub-tasks sequentially. As well as
to solve the issue of sub-tasks dependency, by defining a weight factor that represents
the size of data transmission for each sub-task. Based on further calculations, it selects
the optimal portion of sub-tasks, without modifications to the chain execution order,
and therefore starts to offload the sub-tasks to the assisting computing resources.
To evaluate the performance of the algorithm, the authors have tested the algorithm to
run under different scenarios, (i.e. (i) all sub-tasks execute locally on the host-MSD,
(ii) all sub-tasks execute remotely on the CS, (iii) or using GA to partition the subtasks to execute between the host-MSD and the ES). The algorithm is developed using
Java language and implemented using Eclipse platform [52], the achieved results show
that GA reduces the processing time by 14%, compared to executing all sub-tasks on
the CS. As well as GA reduces the consumed battery power by 40%, compared to the
local execution by the host-MSD alone. The cost overhead of deploying GA has
increased by 33%, compared to the CS scenario, this overhead has been triggered by
performing GA five mathematical operations repeatedly until it reaches the best
offloading decision.
We believe the concept of this algorithm has opened the light to more work in this
direction, there is no doubt that this dynamic algorithm performs better than the
previous static algorithm, as it can adapt itself to consider multiple assisting computing
resources.
The authors in [53] have indicated that using GA will trigger an overhead cost, and so
they have proposed an adaptive partitioning algorithm that can be adapted to various
dynamic scenarios, (i.e. any number of assisting computing devices without a need to
pre-plan the launching infrastructure). They have achieved this by (1) developing an
algorithm to establish if the sub-task has been offloaded before from previous
executions, and therefore if it does, it fetches the local and remote processing time and
the required battery power, from a pre-build local DB. (2) Using a dynamic profiler
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positioned on the host-MSD to monitor the host-MSD local resources and network
status of the available connectivity type used at the time, (e.g. CPU cores, Memory
capability and latency). If the sub-task has not been offloaded before, and therefore
there is no records of required processing time and battery power in the DB, the
algorithm then decides where to execute such sub-task locally on the host-MSD or
remotely on the assisting computing device, based on the output from the dynamic
profiler. After completing the above analysis, the assisting computing devices execute
the requested sub-tasks and send the results back upon completion. Finally, the
algorithm updates the DB for new sub-tasks and/or if there are any changes gained
from the current execution.
To evaluate the performance of the algorithm, the authors have implemented quicksort
and N-Queens as their CIASs, so to test various scenarios, (i.e. (a) all sub-tasks execute
locally on the host-MSD, (b) all sub-tasks execute remotely on the assisting devices or
(c) using the algorithm to partition the sub-tasks between the host-MSD and the
assisting computing devices). The achieved results show that using the algorithm to
partition the sub-tasks to execute among the computing devices has reduced the
processing time by 3x, compared to the local execution by the host-MSD alone.
Nevertheless, the algorithm is based on the assumption that the sub-tasks are already
offloadable and compatible to execute on any computing device, without worrying
about sub-tasks complexity and granularity. This may affect the sequence order of the
App/Service structure, (e.g. dependent sub-tasks where a sub-task is required output
from a previous sub-task, therefore both sub-tasks have to be assigned and executed
by the same assisting device).
We believe the concept of using a local DB to learn from previous executions is novel,
as this can save the overall delay from calculating the processing time, battery power
and cost from scratch. This has inspired us to think of an adaptive algorithm that makes
benefit from previous executions, as well as to learn from current executions so to
update itself for future executions.
To address the above issue, the authors in [54] have proposed a partitioning algorithm
that automatically determines the suitable chunks/sub-tasks to be offloaded and shared,
without affecting the sequence order of the App/Service flow. They have achieved this
by implementing a call-graph algorithm that forms a topological chain of sub-tasks, so
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to mimic an App structure in sequential order. The call-graph algorithm is normally
formed using mathematical equations, so to estimate the weight cost of Vertex that
represents a sub-task and Edges that represents a relationship between two sub-tasks.
Each Vertex calculates the processing weight cost for executing a sub-task locally on
the host-MSD and remotely on the assisting CS, while each Edge calculates the
connectivity weight cost between the host-MSD and the CS. The algorithm continually
calculates the above for each sub-task individually, until it reaches the best possible
decision so to accommodate the sub-tasks to be offloaded, that are likely to minimise
the overall cost overhead.
The authors have indicated that the algorithm can accurately calculates the weight cost
for each sub-task, and therefore it forms the decision automatically during the
deployment time. We believe this algorithm can effectively partition the sub-tasks to
execute among the assisting computing devices, without affecting the execution
sequence order, but it calculates the weight cost for a single sub-task at a certain time
interval, which will eventually burden the host-MSD that is also consuming processing
time and battery power executing the local sub-tasks.
The authors in [15] have proposed to eliminate the individual weight calculation of
sub-tasks processing time and connectivity cost at a certain time interval, but rather
aimed to cluster and offload a group of sub-tasks at once, so to minimise the overall
cost overhead. They have achieved this by developing a DFS algorithm that searches
for the best integration point to divide a chain of sub-tasks, and therefore group
multiple sub-tasks that will be offloaded as a whole package. The DFS algorithm uses
a linear time-search scheme, so to search for different integration points and determine
the best among them, without modifying to the sub-tasks sequence of order. It excludes
the sub-tasks that require to access to the host-MSD local features and UI sub-tasks,
these sub-tasks are executed locally on the host-MSD at all times. For the rest of the
sub-tasks, it clusters them together in groups and offloads them as a package to the
assisting CS. The CS then receives the package, executes the sub-tasks in sequential
order and sends the results back to the host-MSD upon completion. To evaluate the
performance of the algorithm, the authors have implemented the algorithm and
compared it with the above algorithm that performs individual weight calculations.
The achieved results show that DFS algorithm reduces the overhead cost by 60%,
compared to the individual weight calculation algorithm.
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The concept of this algorithm is unique as it reduces the overall cost overhead, as well
as it can dynamically partition the CIAS to a chain of offloadable sub-tasks without
affecting the execution order. Albeit, the algorithm is implemented on the host-MSD
and this may increase the deployment overhead cost. The motivation of this has
inspired us to use a similar concept in our solution to create executable sub-tasks. We
simply modified it to fit our solution, we only stored 2-inputs in the host-MSD local
repository, local-vertex and remote-vertex, rather than fetching these inputs from the
assisting device every time a sub-task is executed.
To minimise the overhead cost introduced from implementing the partitioning
algorithm on the host-MSD. The authors in [55] have introduced a D2D model that
aims to partition the execution of CIAS to local and remote sub-tasks. They have
achieved this by (1) deploying the partitioning algorithm on a laptop that acts as a
middleware layer between the host-MSD and the assisting computing resources, so to
elevate the overhead cost from the host-MSD. The algorithm selects a device only if it
satisfies the following: (a) executes a sub-task in less time compared to processing the
sub-task locally on the host-MSD. (b) Maintains a minimum data-rate with the
middleware layer, and (c) must have a sufficient battery power level of 40% to execute
the sub-task and return results. (2) Connecting the host-MSD and assisting devices to
the middleware through Wi-Fi link, upon a successful connection, the assisting devices
wait for any upcoming sub-tasks, then they execute the sub-tasks and send the results
back to the host-MSD. To evaluate the performance of the algorithm, the authors have
developed a prime App as their CIAS, (i.e. to find the prime number between 1 to
300000), which is then divided it to 6 sub-tasks and offloaded to multiple assisting
devices. The achieved results show an improvement of 3x saving to the overall
processing time, compared to the MDC model [56].
We believe the concept of this algorithm is important to alleviate the burden on the
host-MSD from doing the offloading analysis, which will eventually reduce the overall
offloading cost, as this will bring more savings to the processing time and battery
power.
In the same vein, a subsequent publication that aims to overcome the overhead cost
introduced by the partitioning algorithm has proposed a Web-browsing sharing
mechanism to take over from the partitioning algorithm [57]. As shown in Figure 2-14,
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the author has achieved this by (1) using web browsers that support HTML5 protocol,
which allows a parallel sharing of sub-tasks by default, using Web-workers and Web
RTC to communicate among assisting computing devices, so to share sub-tasks with
each other. (2) Implementing a peer-to-peer middleware protocol that allows devices
to peer together through WLAN, using node.js and peer.js [58]. It uses a laptop as the
main server, where the assisting computing devices have to communicate to the server
and register their peer Id using Web RTC so that the client/host-MSD will have a list
of available assisting computing devices. Upon a successful connection, a peering
request is sent to the available assisting devices to start sharing the sub-tasks among
devices using Web-workers. Then the devices process the requested sub-tasks and send
the results back to the host-MSD, and the process is terminated. The author claimed
that the proposed mechanism has achieved a similar reading/trend of processing time
and battery power consumption without the need of a partitioning algorithm, compared
to executing all sub-tasks locally on the host-MSD or by executing all sub-tasks
remotely on the CS.

Figure 2-14. Web-browsing Sharing Mechanism
We have noticed from the experiments that the author did install a local server on the
assisting device, with the help of peer.js, so to enable a client-to-server architecture.
This mechanism is not practical, as it is based on a pre-setup of the overall
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infrastructure, therefore cannot be deployed in our solution. As well as, the concept of
having to ensure the assisting computing devices to have the same browser is
immature.
In the same vein, I have decided to briefly mention here some other associated
partitioning algorithms for more information. The authors in [59] have proposed an
adaptive power analysis to partition the execution of CIASs to sub-tasks, based on
mathematical equations. The authors in [60] have proposed a cost trade-off algorithm
that partitions the workload based on a cost optimisation equation, (i.e. a server
speedup factor (F), assumes to be >1). The authors in [61] have implemented an autosplitting algorithm to distribute the sub-tasks among the host-MSD and a CS, based on
a history DB that includes information of sub-tasks previous processing time,
consumed battery power and RTT latency between the host-MSD and the CS.
Reviewing the above publications have helped me to understand technically various
partitioning algorithms, which have therefore led to develop and implement my own
method. We have clustered a group of independent sub-tasks without affecting the
execution order of the CIAS, and offloaded them as a package at one time rather than
offloading sub-tasks individually, as will be detailed in Chapter 4.
2.3. A Review of Publications that Focus on Proposing AI-based Models
The last three years have witnessed a sharp rise in AI-based solutions performing
intelligent and dynamic decisions/predictions for all sort of Apps, albeit with a great
emphasis on image processing and pattern recognition. This trend has inspired us to
review the literature on ML algorithms and AI-based models that might help in our
implementation, so to intelligently facilitate the assisting-MSDs that can be chosen for
each of our offloading sub-tasks. I have chosen to include six publications that focus
on proposing relevant AI-based models and algorithms to our solution. These
publications have helped me to build my own AI-engine, so to maximise the
performance and benefit of our on-the-go ECR novelty, as will be detailed in Section
5.1.
The first of these publications has focused on providing an intelligent decision to
measure the load balancing of VMs deployed on a different set of servers in a DC. It
proposes a prediction model to select the most appropriate VM usage for any
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workload, by monitoring the actual CPU utilisation of several VMs over time and learn
from the trend of usage [62]. The authors have achieved this by using a DL algorithm
to train, test and estimate the accuracy of their AI-model. They have implemented the
following two algorithms (1) a Deep Belief Network (DBN) [63], that extracts VM
features, (CPU utilisation, workload, and memory utilisation), from observing the
behaviour of VMs over 10 days. (2) A Regression algorithm that uses the extracted
features from the first step as inputs then fine-tunes the model in a supervised manner
to predict VMs workload in the output layer. The CPU utilisation of 20 VMs was
monitored for 10 days at different time intervals, using a CloudSim Simulator [64]. A
DBN was formed to decide on the number of hidden layers and units in each layer, the
value of the CPU utilisation was normalised between (0,1) and fed into the model to
predict the workload for each VM. Figure 2-15 shows a structure diagram of the DL
network including the above two algorithms and the three hidden layers.
To measure the accuracy of their prediction model, the authors have plotted the actual
and predicted CPU utilisation, as shown in Figure 2-16. The results of the prediction
have improved by 1.3% for a single VM workload prediction and by 2.5% for multiple
VMs workload prediction, compared to simple NN model and multilayer NN model
and other such widely used prediction models.

Figure 2-15. Proposed DL-Network Structure
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We believe that the concept of using AI to make intelligent and accurate decisions is
commendable, and therefore this publication was a seed for understanding the effort,
training process, comparative results and inference accuracy when developing an AIengine so to make intelligent decisions. This has helped us to visualise the
enhancement that such an engine will bring for the offloading decisions in our solution.

Figure 2-16. Actual and Predicted VM Workload
For user’s location tracking App, a team of researchers have used a DL algorithm to
select suitable nearby devices in close proximity to the host-MSD, by observing their
current movement [65]. They have achieved this by implementing (1) a Deep Auto
Encoder (DAE); a powerful and efficient algorithm that can extract/learn more features
compared to typical prediction algorithms, (e.g. Principle Component Analysis
(PCA)). The authors have implemented a 4 layers network that can learn/predict the
location of devices by observing their typical movement for a certain time, as shown
in Figure 2-17. An App was developed to collect GPS signal every 30 seconds for a
group of volunteers using their SPs on their 8-hour daily routines. The data was
collected for 38 days, as 30 days for training and 8 days for testing, all the collected
data then input into the DAE network. (2) A Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM)
algorithm with 2 NN layers to learn from the output of DAE algorithm and reduce the
dimension of the network, by using backpropagation to fine-tune the network, so to
make an accurate prediction. Their experiments results show that the mean square error
of the model is relatively small when using the DL algorithm, compared to using the
PCA algorithm that was 3x higher.
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Figure 2-17. DL Prediction Model Architecture
Although this model can help with identifying possible nearby devices to use, the
authors did not examine nor conduct real offloading scenarios to evaluate the
performance or overhead cost of deploying such model in a real sharing environment.
Their implementation is based on a DL algorithm and the results have proved to
achieve better performance and lower error rate compared to some ML algorithms such
as the PCA. This has encouraged us to investigate further DL algorithms as a potential
implementation for our solution, as will be detailed in Section 5.2.1.
The authors in [66] have proposed to deploy the AI-based model in a CS, so to handle
exabytes of data that have been generated from deploying classification models to deal
with bigdata Apps. They have achieved this by implementing (1) a DNN computing
model hosted in the Cloud, so to enable the training and testing of streams of
audio/video data coming from various end-devices/sensors in a supervised and
unsupervised manner, which otherwise cannot be hosted in an ES positioned on the
end of a computing network. This DNN model has been further enhanced to offer the
ability to test multiple algorithms, (i.e. DAE, DBN and RBM), in parallel and select
the best one among them, that is likely to perform well for a specific type of data. (2)
Using a linear algebra mathematical model to decide on the number of layers, hidden
units and inputs that each algorithm can take. It can automatically increase/decrease
these parameters to form a network that fits the uploaded data so to match the type of
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problem the model aims to solve. After the training and testing process is completed,
the best network structure is then selected and therefore it is shared with the ES, where
end-devices can seamlessly invoke such model to verify the new upcoming data, as
well as to fine-tune the model for further executions and/or update the network
structure if needed. To evaluate the performance of this implementation, MNIST
dataset was used in the experiments containing 6000 labelled samples, and the model
was examined to classify the samples, using 3 RBM layers. To expose the model to
different learning rate, the authors have split the data to various training and testing
datasets as follows: (i) 25% for training and 75% for testing, (ii) 50% for training and
50% for testing, and finally (iii) 75% for training and 25% for testing. The results show
up to 93% accuracy has been achieved, compared to 54.7% for a relevant model that
uses an ML algorithm.
The idea of hosting the AI-engine in a CS to train and test the dataset is important. We
concluded that our implementation will be using a CS for hosting. Furthermore, we
inspired to implement our AI-engine using a DNN model, as will be detailed in Section
5.2.1.
The concept of the above-proposed model has been enhanced by the work in [6], that
introduces a resource scheduling algorithm to distribute CIAS sub-tasks among
multiple ESs and predict the processing time of each sub-task that executes on a certain
ES, using an ML algorithm. They have achieved this by (1) implementing a prediction
method to model a relationship between the actual and predicted processing time of
each sub-task that executes on the ES, using a linear regression algorithm that
considers previous executions. (2) Developing a load balancing module based in the
Cloud that monitors available ES’s and redirects the processing load if a certain ES
exceeds a threshold of 70%, using Grafana tool [67]. After the process of steps, 1 and
2 is completed, and the decision is formed, then (3) offloading sub-tasks from the hostMSD to the ESs and retrieve the results upon completion. To evaluate the performance
of the proposed algorithm, the authors used TensorFlow platform to deploy a GoogleCluster dataset that contains several Cloud and Edge nodes. A 6 layers regression
network was used with a total of 97 neurons in the training phase to predict the
expected sub-tasks processing time. Their achieved results show a decrease of 38% in
the processing time, compared to executing sub-tasks by a single ES, also the model
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shows accurate prediction, with a small error rate between the actual and predicted
processing time.
The concept of this model has inspired us to introduce a scheduling model to allocate
the most intensive sub-task to execute on the best assisting-MSD, (i.e. that has the
highest processing resources, lowest load and best connectivity type, etc.), using a
performance scoring algorithm, as will be detailed in Section 5.2.4.
Further to the DL, DNN and ML models implemented in the previous publications,
this contribution proposes to use a DRL algorithm claiming it will achieve more
accurate offloading decisions in a dynamic/stochastic environment [14]. It claims that
DRL can minimise the overall cost overhead introduced by traditional ML-based
algorithms that use complex mathematical computation equations. The authors have
designed three levels offloading model, where the first level is an SP that acts as a
host-MSD and has CIAS sub-tasks to execute, and so, it requires the processing
support for executing its sub-tasks. In the second level, multiple ESs offering limited
processing resource to the host-MSD when needed. Finally, a CS in the third level is
available to support and offer its unlimited resources to the host-MSD if needed. They
have implemented a Deep Q-network algorithm [68] that can intelligently decide on
where to execute the sub-tasks, (level 1, 2 or 3), based on learning from previous
experience, (i.e. unlike ML/DL algorithms that learn from training data). The
algorithm randomly executes the sub-tasks on all the available devices, (i.e. host-MSD,
CS and ESs), then it measures the cost overhead of executing these sub-tasks on each
device. This process is continuous, it compares the cost overhead gained from all the
devices continually and selects the best device that has consumed the lowest overhead.
The sub-tasks can seamlessly be offloaded and executed on all the devices, irrespective
of sub-tasks complexity, offloadability and granularity. The algorithm has been
formulated as an MDP model, and therefore the authors have implemented the State,
Action and Reward functions, so to minimise the weighted summation of the average
sub-tasks delay and battery power consumption.
This contribution has shown that deploying a DRL algorithm can improve the
offloading decision, it reduces the average processing delay of sub-tasks by 30% and
the overall cost by 23%. Albeit, we think that deploying a DRL algorithm might not
be suitable for our solution because the performance of the DRL algorithm is based on
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experience and so it can be unpredictable from the outset if the initial prediction results
are not accurate.
Reviewing the above publications have helped me to introduce and implement my
Cloud-based AI-engine. It achieves this by (1) recruiting available assisting-MSDs that
are willing to help the host-MSD executing the processing of CIAS sub-tasks in a
sharing environment. (2) Providing the host-MSD with decisions of the best scenario
to offload the sub-task, so to reduce the processing time and battery power
consumption. (3) Scheduling the intensive sub-tasks to be allocated to the assistingMSD that has a powerful processor and high-capacity battery power, using a
performance scoring algorithm. As will be detailed in Chapter 5, our implementation
was eventually led to the publication of our third proposal solution DEO; a Smart
Dynamic Edge Offloading Scheme.
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3. Evaluation of Relevant Offloading Frameworks
and Techniques
Despite the continuous improvements to MSDs resources, (e.g. processing, battery
capacity, display, etc.), yet the battery technology is still lacking behind to cope with
the fast roll-out of CIASs. Executing such CIASs on the host-MSD will reduce its
execution time and consume the battery power, due to the compute intensity, network
throughput and RTT latency of such Apps/Services. i.e. Executing a Face Detection
App on a Samsung Galaxy A20 with 4000 mAh battery capacity will drain its battery
power in less than one hour [69]. Offloading and executing all/part of the CIAS
workload from the host-MSD to a CS will no doubt alleviate the above shortfalls, as
detailed in our literature in Section 2.1.
This chapter demonstrates the experiments and tests which I have conducted in the
early stages of my research to (i) understand the depth and breadth of the offloading
process, (ii) evaluate some offloading frameworks and (iii) get hands-on experience
so to help me build and implement my novelties, as follows:
1. Develop a typical client-to-server architecture between a host-MSD and a CS,
(Section 3.1).
2. Simulate and deploy Cloud DCs and VMs, so to learn how to scale Cloud processing
resources up/down on-demand using three load balancing algorithms, this has
enormously helped me to understand the importance of how the decision of where to
offload will affect the overall offloading decision, (Section 3.2).
3. Re-evaluate four offloading frameworks using various wireless networks, so to (i)
calculate the execution time and battery power consumption costs when the host-MSD
offloads CIAS sub-tasks to the CS. (ii) Measure the transmission time of uploading
sub-tasks between two MSDs, (Section 3.3).
3.1. A Client-to-server Architecture between a host-MSD and CS
To build a typical client-to-server architecture, I had to implement a scenario to enable
sending and receiving of packets between nodes/end-devices, this was important to
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establish a communication channel, so to offload sub-tasks between the host-MSD and
CS. I have used the NS3 [70]; an open-source simulator that mainly focuses on forming
networking scenarios, (e.g. Wi-Fi and LTE), Figure 3-1 shows NS3 stack when
sending/receiving packets/acknowledgements between 2 nodes.

Figure 3-1. NS3 Stack: Sending and Receiving Packets between 2 Nodes
3.1.1. A Simple Test Scenario
In this test, I have created two nodes, (x and y), in which node x is customised as a
client, (so to act as the host-MSD), while node y is customised as a server, (so to act
as the CS). To formulate the network, I have simulated multiple APs connected
through a wired ethernet link and can be accessed through Wi-Fi or cellular. Then, I
set the simulator attributes as follow, (10-100 Mbps data rate, 10-20 ms delay rate, 1
KB packet size and assigned IP address), as shown in Figure 3-2. The client sends a
packet to the server in a given time, the server receives the packet and sends an
acknowledgement back to the client. The server starts from 1 s and waits until 10 s for
the client to start sending packets. The client starts from 2 s and starts sending packets
to the server, then it waits for 10 s to receive acknowledgements from the server. Upon
a successful connection, the devices start to send/receive packets among them, I have
also simulated more nodes so to enable multiple clients and servers communicating
together in a sharing environment.
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Figure 3-2. A Client-to-server Architecture
Figure 3-3 shows the test scenario using NS3 visualise tool, (NetAnim) [71], the client
sends a packet of 1 KB to the server at 2 s, the server receives the packet successfully
at 2.1 s. Then the server sends an acknowledgement to the client at 2.19 s, and the
client receives the acknowledgement from the server at 2.31 s.

Figure 3-3. A Client-to-server Scenario
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I must admit that this was my first test scenario, which was conducted in the early
stages of my research, so to implement a client-to-server architecture, where end-nodes
are only used to send and receive packets, (i.e. nodes do not perform any processing).
This was important to me to start learning how to simulate nodes and servers for
communication between them, so to help me later when building my solution. Albeit,
our implementation is mainly based on a peer-to-peer architecture, so to network
among a group of assisting-MSDs, as will be explained in Section 4.1.4.
3.2. Simulating Cloud DCs and VMs using Load balancing algorithms
To research the concept of virtualisation and scalability from a Cloud provider point
of view, I have decided to understand the technical aspect of load balancing, resource
allocation and how to scale up/down computing resources on-demand, (e.g. DCs, VMs
and other processing resources). This was important to my work as my solution
involves parallel processing, resource sharing and allocation, so understanding the
above was necessary to implement my own work.
We have conducted various tests to simulate multiple users, (a user here represents a
host-MSD), offloading sub-tasks to a DC in the Cloud that contains multiple
VMs/servers, while measuring DC response time, data transfer and VMs cost. The
sub-tasks are forwarded from the host-MSD to the Cloud DC using a broker. The
broker role here is to (i) decides which DC/VM to use when multiple sub-tasks are
received, (ii) monitors the current load and capacity of the servers and (iii) migrates
sub-tasks from the overloaded servers to the unloaded servers, using three load
balancing algorithms, as will be explained in Section 3.2.2.
3.2.1. Simulation Environment
I have used a CloudSim Simulator [72], as being widely preferable in simulating CC
architecture and scenarios. CloudSim is a java-based open source simulator that offers
libraries, packages and classes, so to virtualise and manipulate CC infrastructure, (e.g.
DCs, servers and other computing processing resources). I have launched the
CloudSim library using Eclipse Platform and imported a CloudAnalyst GUI [73],
which was developed on top of the CloudSim stack, so to graphically visualise and
distribute the deployments of users and DCs across six regions. i.e. Mainly is the
typical deployment of servers used by Cloud providers, (e.g. AWS EC2) [74].
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3.2.2. Experiments and Evaluation
The tests aimed to measure the overall DC response time, VMs processing time,
latency and VM cost when users offload sub-tasks to a server in a Cloud DC. As well
as to monitor the DC load balancing using brokers to route and manage the load among
VMs, using three load balancing algorithms. The broker invokes/terminates VMs
when the load on a certain VM exceeds a threshold of 70%.
I did program a simple test scenario to create 2 DCs and 2 users that offload multiple
sub-tasks of 100 KB to the DCs, as shown in Figure 3-4. I have varied the number of
VMs for each DC from (1-25), so it can scale up/down on-demand, using a Cloudbus
Library, each VM has (1000 MB image size, 250 Mips and 512 MB Memory). I have
created and assigned a broker based on a simple assessment to route the load to the
nearest DC, the test was repeated 5 times, while the results were collected and
analysed, as will be detailed next in Section 3.2.3.

Figure 3-4. Simulating a Test Scenario of 2 DCs with Multiple VMs
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I have used CloudAnalyst to simulate the three load balancing algorithms, (i.e. Nearest
DC, Optimize DC response, and Reconfigure dynamically the load among DCs), so to
monitor and handle the load among the available VMs in a certain DC. The broker
controls the traffic routing between users and DCs, so to decide which DC should be
allocated to process the sub-tasks, as follows. (1) The Nearest DC algorithm calculates
the quickest path among the available DCs based on the network latency, (i.e. it selects
the DC with least network delay among others), using proximity-based routing
algorithms [75]. (2) The Optimise DC response algorithm monitors all DCs and selects
the DC that is likely to complete the assigned sub-tasks in less time than the other DCs,
by monitoring the number of VMs available and the load on each VM. (3) The
Reconfigure dynamically the load among DCs algorithm is a combination of the
Nearest DC and Optimise DC response, i.e. it uses a VM manager to map a rational
relation between the two, so to calculate the current processing time of each VM
against the best processing time it has ever achieved [76].
I have also simulated a dynamic scenario where multiple users, (deployed in different
regions), are offloading 100 sub-tasks to multiple DC using the above three algorithms,
as shown in Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6, while measuring the overall DC response time,
VMs processing time, latency and VM cost. I have also manipulated the transmission
rate and delay rate among DCs, so to reflect real values used by some Cloud providers,
(e.g. AWS [77] and Microsoft Azure [78]).
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Figure 3-5. The Deployment of Multiple Users
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Figure 3-6. The Deployment of Multiple DCs
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3.2.3. Results and Discussion
We have conducted these tests to examine various scenarios/algorithms while
launching multiple users and DCs in different regions (0-5), so to offload 100 subtasks of 100 KB size generated by the users in a dynamic environment. We have
measured the overall DC response time, VM processing time, data transfer and VMs
cost. We have varied the number of users between 1-5 using 2 DCs with a total of 25
VMs per DC with each user generating 100 sub-tasks with a size of 100 KB for each
sub-task, as explained in Section 3.2.2. Then the broker decides which DC to use based
on monitoring the load on each DC using three load-balancing algorithms, and
therefore it terminates/invokes more VMs when the load on each VM exceeds a
threshold of 70%. Figure 3-7 shows the average DC response time when the users
offload the sub-tasks to the DC.

Figure 3-7. DC Average Response Time when the Number of Users Increases
It is clear that when the number of users accessing the DC increases, the response time
increases rapidly. This is because when multiple users join the network and generate
more sub-tasks, more processing is required by the DC. We have used AWS to
generate EC2 server in the Cloud [7], we have manipulated the number of users
between 1-5 accessing the server at the same time, the green dotted line in the figure
represents the expected response time from user 1 to user 5 recording a linear trend
when the number of users increases.
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Figure 3-8. Data Transfer Cost when the Number of users Increases
Similarly, Figure 3-8 shows that the data transfer cost of the DC when more users join
the network and offload the sub-tasks continually, it has increased by 1.6x following
the same trend of the DC average response time. On the contrary, Figure 3-9 shows
the DC response time has dropped sharply by 87% when more processing resources
are assigned to DC, using the dynamic load balancing algorithm. The nearest DC that
is likely to execute the sub-tasks in less time is selected, compared to the other DCs.
We have used AWS to generate EC2 server in the Cloud and we assigned multiple
VMs/instances between 1-25 allocated to the server, the green dotted line in the figure
represents the expected response time when the number of VMs increases. Hence, it is
important to decide on the number of resources allocated to the CS.

Figure 3-9. DC Response Time when more VMs are assigned to a DC
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Figure 3-10 shows the VMs cost has increased by 9x when we have increased the
number of VM from 1 to 25 in a single DC.

Figure 3-10. VMs Cost more VMs are assigned to a DC
There is no doubt that there should be a balance between deciding how many sub-tasks
are allocated to a single DC, against the number of processing resources available for
each DC. The results show that the dynamic algorithm can achieve the best user’s
satisfaction in terms of response time and VM cost.
From testing the above, we have concluded that a dynamic decision of where to offload
is vital, considering the load on each assisting device, and how many sub-tasks to
allocate to each device. Especially, when the complexity/granularity of sub-tasks
increases, in such case more processing resources are required for each assisting
device. Also, the location of the assisting DC and CS is important, so to eliminate the
long RTT between the host-MSD and the CS.
3.3. Evaluating Relevant Offloading Frameworks
We have mainly focused here on conducting simple test scenarios to get hands-on
learning experience, so to develop a framework that offloads the processing of CIASs
workload from the host-MSD to a CS, using Wi-Fi and 3G, and retrieves results upon
completion.
Firstly, I have conducted a pilot case study to re-evaluate four offloading frameworks,
so to calculate the typical offloading cost equations for execution time and battery
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power. Secondly, I have implemented a test to offload a coarse-grained N-Queens
Puzzle, as being the CIAS to be tested, from the host-MSD to a CS. Finally, I have
measured the transmission time of offloading a sub-task of 100 KB between 2 MSDs,
using various wireless networks.
3.3.1. A Pilot Case-study
In this study, I have re-evaluated four offloading frameworks, which focus on
offloading a sub-task, (around 30-100 KB) from the host-MSD to a CS, so to calculate
the average execution time and battery power consumption. The study focuses on the
tested CIASs, bandwidth link, network availability, host-MSD and CS computing
processing resources.
1. Chess game CIAS was tested locally on the host-MSD, (a Nexus One SP that has
Qualcomm 8250 Snapdragon and 1 GHz CPU), and remotely on a CS, (an AWS EC2
server operates in the Cloud). Sub-tasks were generated and offloaded, (around 30-100
KB), between the host-MSD and CS while measuring the average execution time and
battery power consumption, using Wi-Fi, (latency is set to 100 ms), and 3G, (latency
is between 200 to 400 ms). The achieved results show that using Wi-Fi to offload a
sub-task from the host-MSD to CS consumes an average of 77 ms, compared to 1622
ms for 3G. Also, executing the sub-task remotely on the CS consumes 480 mw,
compared to 1150 mw for the local execution by the host-MSD alone. It is clear that
offloading with Wi-Fi has a better outcome compared to 3G network, this is because
3G is slower and has limited coverage in some indoor locations [79], which will
eventually have a negative impact on the offloading process. Also, the remote
execution by the CS always outperform the local execution by the host-MSD, this is
because the CS have unlimited processing resources. The overall findings show that
using Wi-Fi to offload have achieved around 8.6x execution speed-up and 30% battery
power saving, compared to 1.59x and -85.2% for the 3G network.
2. Face detection CIAS was tested locally on the host-MSD, (a Motorola SP that has
an ARM A8 processor and 600 MHz CPU), and remotely on a CS, (a PC that has
Quadcore 2.83 GHz). The server connects through an ethernet cable to the internet
with a data transmission rate of 100 Mbps. The complexity of face detection is to detect
faces from a 10 s video duration. Sub-tasks were generated and offloaded, (around 30100 KB), between the host-MSD and CS while measuring average execution time and
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battery power consumption, using a Wi-Fi network. The achieved results show that
executing the sub-task locally by the host-MSD requires around 14 minutes, compared
to 60 s when executing the same sub-task remotely on the CS. Also, executing the subtask locally on the host-MSD consumes a battery power of 0.9 mw, compared to 0.1
mw for the remote execution on the CS. The overall findings show that offloading and
executing face detection sub-tasks on the CS have achieved 20x speed up and have
saved 90% battery power saving, compared to local execution by the host-MSD alone.
3. Face detection CIAS was tested locally on the host-MSD, (an HTC Fuze SP that has
Qualcomm 528 MHz, 288 MB RAM running Windows Mobile 6.5 OS), and remotely
on a CS, (a PC that has dual-core 3 GHz CPU, 4 GB RAM, running Windows 7 OS).
10 Remote sub-tasks were generated and offloaded, (about 30-100 KB), between the
host-MSD and CS while measuring the average execution time and battery power
consumption, using Wi-Fi, (latency is set to 100 ms), and 3G, (latency is set to 220
ms). The achieved results show that it requires 18 s to execute the sub-task locally on
the host-MSD, compared to 3 s and 5 s to offload and execute the same sub-task
remotely on the CS for Wi-Fi and 3G respectively. The overall findings show that
offloading and executing face detection sub-tasks on the CS have achieved 6.5x speed
up and have saved 89% battery power saving using Wi-Fi, and 4.75x and 76% for a
3G network, compared to the local execution by the host-MSD alone.
4. Image search CIAS was tested locally on the host-MSD, (an HTC G1 SP that has
Qualcomm MSM7201A and 528 MHz CPU), and remotely on a CS, (3.0 GHz Xeon
CPU, running VMware ESX 4.1). The complexity of Image search is to access to the
SP local memory and invoke face detection library, so to detect faces of 100 images
and return the midpoint between eyes. Sub-tasks were generated and offloaded
between the host-MSD and CS while measuring the average execution time and battery
power consumption, using Wi-Fi, (latency is set to 69 ms using a data transmission
rate of 6.6 Mbps), and 3G, (latency is set to 680 ms using a data transmission rate of
0.4 Mbps). The achieved results show that it requires 22.1 s time to execute the subtask locally on the host-MSD, compared to 1 s to offload and execute the same subtask remotely on the CS. The overall findings show that offloading and executing
image search sub-tasks on the CS have achieved 20x speed up and have saved 20%
battery power saving using Wi-Fi, and 16x and 14% for a 3G network, compared to
local execution by the host-MSD alone.
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3.3.2. Offloading Execution Time and Battery Power Costs
A good offloading framework will have to improve the host-MSD execution time and
reduce its battery power consumption when executing CIASs. The offloading decision
is essential and must be taken based on sub-tasks complexity, granularity and
offloadability, as well as some other inputs, (e.g. the used wireless network,
availability and computing resources of the host and assisting devices. Generally,
offloading is mainly advantageous for sub-tasks requiring computationally intensiveprocessing that require few transfers between the host-MSD and the assisting devices,
using fast network connectivity, (e.g. Wi-Fi), otherwise offloading is not beneficial
[80]. This study calculates the local and remote execution time and battery power as
being the main objectives when offloading the CIAS sub-tasks from the host-MSD to
the CS. Albeit, we have developed a simple cost estimator to define a priority weight
factor values so to normalise the cost equations and combine different units and scales,
as will be explained in Section 4.2.2.4.
•

To Improve the host-MSD Execution Time:

The time (Tsp) to execute a sub-task on the host-MSD is:
w

Tsp = Ssp

(1)

Where Ssp is the speed of the host-MSD, (instructions per second), w is the
instruction required to process a sub-task.
The time (Ts) to offload and execute a sub-task on the CS and retrieve the results back
is:
D

Ts = B +

w

(2)

Ss

Where, Ss is the speed of the CS, (instructions per second), D is the data size
(bytes), and B is the data transmission rate (Kbps). Offloading improves the
host-MSD execution time only when Equation 1 is > Equation 2.
•

To Save the host-MSD Battery Power:

The power (Psp) to execute a sub-task on the host-MSD is:
Psp = Pp ×

w

(3)

Ssp
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Where, Pp is the host-MSD power consumption (watts).
The power (Ps) to offload and execute a sub-task on the CS and retrieve results back
is:
Ps = Pc ×

D
B

+ Pi ×

w

(4)

Ss

Where Pc is the power consumption of sending and receiving a sub-task, and
Pi is the idle power of waiting (watts) for waiting for the results back.
Offloading saves the host-MSD battery power only when Equation 3 is >
Equation 4.
3.3.3. Experiments and Evaluation
Figure 3-11 shows our offloading scenario, we have implemented a scenario to offload
the processing of N-Queens puzzle from the host-MSD to a CS for execution, using
Android Studio 3.2.1 IDE platform [81]. We have used an iPad that represents the
host-MSD, (a Samsung Galaxy Tab S2 SM-T710 that has Qualcomm Snapdragon 652
Octa-core 1.3 GHz, 3 GB RAM, and 4000 mAh battery capacity, running Android 7.0
OS), and a PC that represents the CS, (Intel Core TM i5 3.30 GHz, 1 GB RAM, running
Android 6.0 OS installed on Oracle VM VirtualBox). The CS is connected to the
internet using an AP with ethernet connection, and the host-MSD is connecting to the
same AP using a Wi-Fi network. PowerTutor tool [82] is used to profile the host-MSD
local processing resources, (e.g. battery level, CPU processing capabilities, and
memory requirements), when executing N-Queens locally. Also, we have used a
Speedtest tool to measure the internet speed and make sure the network is stable during
offloading, using Wi-Fi with 216 Mbps uplink, 50 Mbps downlink, and 7 ms latency.

Figure 3-11. Offloading Scenario from the host-MSD to a CS
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To evaluate our implementation, we have decided to use N-Queens CIAS as being one
of the main benchmarks used in almost every offloading framework, it demonstrates
sub-tasks complexity, offloadability, and granularity. N-Queens is a puzzle game of
placing queens on NXN checkerboard, where queens do not threaten each other
horizontally, vertically or dynamically. Executing N-Queens locally on the host-MSD
consumes much processing time and drains battery power consumption. When N
increases, more iterations need to be found, for N=12, the algorithm needs to perform
14200 iterations to find a suitable square to place a queen [35]. Details about N-queens
sub-tasks complexity and granularity, as well as the intensive backtracking algorithm,
will be explained in-depth in Section 4.2.1.1. In this test, we have performed a coarsegrained offloading scenario, (i.e. sub-tasks are not partitioned in a fine-grained
manner). as the purpose of this test is to examine the connectivity networks used during
the offloading process, not sub-tasks complexity, and granularity. Albeit, in Section
4.1.2, we did partition N-Queens to sub-tasks, so to execute in a dynamic environment
among assisting-MSDs using a DFS algorithm.
We have used SDK and NDK Android Studio libraries to import and compile NQueens puzzle on an Android Studio IDE, we used Async class function to exclude
the GUI sub-task from all other sub-tasks. Then we created separate threads using
Android multi-threading function, so to generate executable local and remote sub-tasks
for the host-MSD and CS, using Java sockets to enable the client-to-server connection.
After the connection is established, we then run N-Queens locally on the host-MSD
and remotely on the CS while measuring the execution time and battery power
consumption.
Furthermore, we conducted a simple test to measure the transmission time of
offloading a sub-task of 100 KB between 2 MSDs using Wi-Fi, 3G and BT. In this
test, we have used 2 SPs, (iPhone 6 Dual-core 1.4 GHz Typhoon ARM v8-based, 1
GB RAM, DDR3 memory, Li-PO 1810 mAh battery capacity, running iOS 10.2), so
to represent a host and assisting-MSDs. CalcTool was used to calculate the
transmission time to offload the sub-tasks from the host-MSD to the assisting-MSD.
3.3.4. Results and Discussion
Figure 3-12 shows the average execution time and battery power consumption required
to execute the N-Queens locally on the host-MSD and remotely on the CS, using Wi61

Fi and 3G. Using Wi-Fi to offload the workload of N-Queens to the CS consumes less
time compared to using a 3G network and the local execution by the host-MSD alone.

Figure 3-12. Local and Remote Execution Time and Battery Power
This is because 3G is slower than Wi-Fi and has higher latency, especially in
congestion areas. Albeit, 3G results are still reasonable and promising to use for
offloading. For the battery power consumption results, it consumes less power to
offload the workload to the CS using Wi-Fi and 3G, compared to the local execution
by the host-MSD alone. Table 3-1 shows the overall savings, using Wi-Fi to offload
achieves a speedup of 16.27x and battery power saving of 57.25%, compared to 7.44x
and 1.6% for 3G.
Table 3-1. The Overall Savings using Wi-Fi and 3G
Network Connectivity

Sub-tasks

Speed UP

Battery Power

Wi-Fi
3G

30 – 100 KB
30 – 100 KB

16.27x
7.44x

57.25%
1.6%

Figure 3-13 shows the transmission time of offloading a 100 KB sub-task from the
host-MSD to the assisting-MSD, using Wi-Fi, 3G and BT. Using BT to offload the
sub-task takes 363 ms, compared to 77 ms for Wi-Fi and 838 ms for 3G. We believe
that using BT can also help to reduce the time taken to offload sub-tasks to nearby
computing assisting-MSDs, so to form a local resource network, which eventually
would bring in advance more achievements to add to the offloading process. Albeit,
Wi-Fi is still preferable and mainly used in our implementations at all times.
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Figure 3-13. The Transmission Time to Offloading a Sub-task
We have concluded that (1) an efficient wireless technology to network to the assisting
devices is very important, so to reduce the processing time and latency which will
eventually eliminate the overall offloading cost. That is why we have extended our
solution design to implement short-range peer-to-peer connectivity, as will be
explained in Chapter 4. (2) The concept of parallel sharing is important to reduce the
processing time, especially when multiple sub-tasks are offloaded at the same time.
(3) The decisions of where to offload and which computing resource to select are
essential, to address this, we have developed a Cloud-based AI-engine to advise on the
best nearby MSD to select that has the highest processing resources and lowest load,
as will be explained in Chapter 5.
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4. Edge-side Implementation
International Data Corporation forecast predicts that there will be around 12 billion
MSDs connected to Cloud services in 2021, (i.e. an increase of 10% year on year),
92% of the data generated by these devices are offloaded and processed in Cloud DCs
causing an increase in network traffic to 16.1 Zettabytes in 2020 alone [83]. This
increase in offloading CIASs sub-tasks to the CS, to be processed and then retrieving
results back, has introduced high latency between the host-MSD and the CS, as shown
in Figure 4-1. According to [29], offloading processing is also causing more battery
power consumption as well as other networking/connectivity issues.

Figure 4-1. High Latency Occurred from Offloading CIASs Sub-tasks to a CS
This chapter describes our novel proposal that mainly addresses the high latency and
battery power issues, as well as it details our Edge-side implementation, including:
1. Explanation of our architecture for the Edge Computing Resource (ECR), (Section
4.1).
2. The cooperative process of offloading from the host-MSD to the nearby devices
including the processes of profiling, partitioning and execution, (Section 4.1).
3. The forming of the on-the-go resource network on the Edge, (Section 4.1.4).
4. The chosen four CIASs that we used in the experiments, (Section 4.2.1).
5. The six scenarios used for testing the performance of our ECR-engine, (Section
4.2.2).
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Review of literature that helped us to arrive at the implementation of each of the above
steps is detailed in the relevant part of Chapter 2. I also would like to direct the reader
that the explanation of the AI-engine and associated functions will be detailed in
Chapter 5.
4.1. Edge Computing Resource (ECR)
Figure 4-2 shows our smart solution which uses:
1. The Edge-layer to generate the ECR-engine that forms an on-the-go resource
network to execute the processing of CIASs sub-tasks in parallel among the
cooperative MSDs and retrieve results upon completion, using short-range p2p
wireless network. The cooperative assisting-MSDs refer to nearby computing devices
in the vicinity of the host-MSD, (e.g. SPs, iPads and PCs), that are willing to help and
share their unused resources, (e.g. processing, battery and memory).
2. The Cloud-layer to host the AI-engine, (detailed in Chapter 5), to select the best
device that has the highest resources and lowest load.

Figure 4-2. Our Smart Solution: ECR-engine and AI-engine
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In conjunction with the Cloud-based AI engine, and for each CIAS, the process is (1)
understanding the local resources of the host-MSD and deploying dynamic profiling
of CIAS sub-tasks offloadability/complexity. (2) Implementing a DFS algorithm to
partition the workload of CIAS to executable sub-tasks that can run on the assistingMSDs. (3) Offloading and processing the sub-tasks on the cooperative assisting-MSDs
in parallel and retrieve results. (4) The on-the-go formation of the resource network is
based on a low-cost peer-to-peer wireless network, using a Nearby API networking
interface. Figure 4-3 shows a flow chart of these steps, and the following sections give
a detailed implementation of each of the 4 steps.

Figure 4-3. Our Solution Architecture
4.1.1. Profiling the CIAS, Resource Network and host-MSD
To profile the CIAS sub-tasks offloadability/complexity, the used network and the
local resources of the host-MSD, we have used a static analyser and dynamic profiler
method. The static analyser determines the CIAS sub-tasks complexity, offloadability
and granularity, so to identify local and remote sub-tasks to be executed on the host
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and assisting-MSDs. We excluded sub-tasks that require the host-MSD direct
engagements, (e.g. inputs and outputs sub-tasks), these sub-tasks are executed locally
on the host-MSD at all times. All other independent sub-tasks which are in sequence
order are annotated as offloadable sub-tasks, using DFS algorithm as will be explained
in the following Section. We have analysed the functions and loops that require
intensive processing, (e.g. feature extraction, backtracking, search and sort
algorithms), these must be offloaded to the assisting-MSDs.
The dynamic profiler fetched information from the host profiler and network profiler,
also it waits for the report of features obtained from the assisting-MSDs, so to schedule
the sub-tasks among the participated assisting-MSDs. App Tune-up kit tool [84] is
used to profile the host-MSD local resources, (e.g. battery capacity, processing
capabilities, and memory requirements when executing CIAS locally). We used a
BroadbandChecker to profile the internet speed and make sure the network is stable
during offloading. All the gathered information is input to the decision engine that
decides on the sub-tasks to execute locally on the host-MSD and the sub-tasks to
execute remotely on the assisting-MSDs.
4.1.2. Partitioning the Workload of CIAS to Sub-tasks
To solve the issue of sub-tasks dependency, we have defined a relationship assessment
between sub-tasks offloadability, granularity and complexity, by monitoring sub-tasks
call hierarchy, topology sequence order and dependency between sub-tasks. We have
built remote executable sub-tasks from clustering a group of offloadable sub-tasks in
sequence order, using a DFS fine-grained algorithm, so to partition the processing of
CIAS to local and remote sub-tasks. It uses a linear time searching topology to search
for the best integration point to divide a chain of sub-tasks without modifying to the
sub-tasks sequence of order. It calculates the vertex and edges for each sub-task by
estimating the execution time of the sub-task, based on the output obtained from the
profiler. It excludes the sub-tasks that require to access the host-MSD local features
and UI sub-tasks, these sub-tasks are executed locally by the host-MSD at all times.
For the rest of the sub-tasks, it clusters them together in groups and offloads them as a
package to the assisting-MSDs. We have modified the algorithm to accommodate our
tested CIAS scenarios, as shown in Figure 4-4, so to build executable remote sub-tasks,
(i.e. APK files for the available assisting-MSDs, or JAR/PHP files for Cloud/Edge
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servers). We have built a remote executable sub-task for the backtracking algorithm
for the N-Queens CIAS so that it is marked as an offloadable sub-task and must be
executed remotely by the assisting-MSDs. We only stored 2-inputs in the host-MSD
local repository, local-vertex and remote-vertex, rather than fetching these inputs from
the assisting-MSDs every time a sub-task is executed, so to eliminate the overhead
cost. Then we offloaded the generated sub-tasks in parallel to the assisting-MSDs,
using Async class and multi-threading functions. The assisting-MSDs executed the
requested sub-tasks as the above and send the results back to the host-MSD upon
completion.

Figure 4-4. N-Queens Execution Flow
Figure 4-5 shows the FD-R CIAS, we used DFS to build remote sub-tasks, (i.e. convert
to greyscale, detect faces and extract features sub-tasks, as being the most intensive
sub-tasks). The remaining of the sub-tasks are annotated as local sub-tasks and
therefore must be completed locally by the host-MSD. We have used Async class and
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multi-threading functions to generate and execute the sub-tasks in parallel among the
MSDs, as will be detailed in Section 4.2.1.2.

Figure 4-5. FD-R Execution Flow
4.1.3. Offloading CIAS Sub-tasks from the host-MSD to Assisting-MSDs
Figure 4-6 shows the execution stage in the offloading process, it consists of (1) the
host-MSD, (we also call it here the Offloader), that have CIAS sub-tasks to execute
and therefore needs help with processing these sub-tasks, (e.g. St1, St2, St3, St4, St5
and St6). (2) The Assisting-MSDs, (we also call here the Offloadees), that agree to
help the host-MSD and are willing to share their unused processing resources. The
host-MSD establishes connectivity with all the assisting-MSDs using a peer-to-peer
network as explained in the next Section 4.1.4, and starts to offload the sub-tasks to
the assigned MSDs, and communicates the results back upon completion. Based on
the device having, at that time (a) the lowest load, (b) the highest processing resource,
(c) a good battery capacity based on a defined threshold and (d) the best network
connectivity to use. Meanwhile, the host-MSD executes its share of the sub-tasks as
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and when it is not busy with the other sub-tasks. When the CIAS run is completed, a
summary record of this experience is fed back to the AI-engine to train and update it
for future execution if needed by any other MSDs, as will be explained in Chapter 5.

Figure 4-6. Cooperative Offloading Architecture
Upon a successful network connection, the assisting-MSDs wait and listen to any
upcoming sub-tasks, then the host-MSD sends the sub-tasks in parallel to the assistingMSDs. Finally, the assisting-MSDs execute the requested sub-tasks and send the
results back to the host-MSD and the process is terminated.
4.1.4. The Forming of the On-the-go Resource Network
We have implemented peer-to-peer connectivity to form a network on-the-go of a
group of cooperative assisting-MSDs in a sharing environment. The on-the-go in our
solution refers to an offloading system that can adapt itself to enable the execution of
any CIAS on ECR, by forming a resource network of MSDs as needed, and without
prior planning. It provides a balance sharing environment to run across CS, ES, host
and assisting-MSDs, as explained as part of our conducted scenarios in Section 4.2.2.4.
We used Nearby API; a networking interface that allows end-devices to discover,
connect and exchange data, (e.g. images, files, and videos), using p2p Wi-Fi and BT
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[85]. Albeit, Wi-Fi is still preferable and mainly used in our implementations at all
times, it enables low latency, high data transmission rate and fully encrypted p2p data
transfer between MSDs that are in close proximity with each other. We have used it as
a communication middleware between the MSDs, and since it enables a distributed
architecture in which CIAS sub-tasks can be executed in parallel across peers [86]. It
offers 2 types of protocols, “Nearby Connection” and “Nearby Messaging”, as well as
it supports 2 topologies, “Star” and “Cluster”, we have used Nearby Connection type
and Star topology. The reason for that is because (a) Nearby Connection offers
unlimited data to be shared and it supports sensitive data by encrypting the data for
secure payload exchange between MSDs. (b) Star topology where a master node
connects to multiple MSDs, this is needed in my implementation to support the
execution of CIAS sub-tasks from the host-MSD to the assisting-MSDs. We have
defined 5 classes to establish the communication middleware between the host and
assisting-MSDs, (i.e. Start Discovery (), Start Advertising (), Endpoint Discovery Call
back (), Request Connection (), and Payload Call back ()).
We have used Android Studio to generate a simple interface to enable devices to
communicate with each other as part of our end-to-end offloading App, as will be
detailed as part of the experiments in Section 4.2.2.4. If we select more than 0 in the
drop-down list, the host-MSD starts advertising itself to accept the incoming
connection requests from the assisting-MSDs. The assisting-MSDs start discovering
the host-MSD and send a request to connect. The host-MSD starts accepting incoming
connections, (i.e. the number of incoming connections is equal to the number of
assisting-MSDs). Then the host-MSD accepts the connection request and adds the
incoming device to the connection list. Upon a successful connection, all the MSDs
are up and ready to start sharing the sub-tasks among them.
4.2. Experiments and Evaluation
This section demonstrates the implementation of our experiments, (a) it explains the
chosen CIASs we have developed to test in the experiments. As well as (b) it details
various scenarios we have performed, so to offload the processing of CIAS sub-tasks
from the host-MSD to the cooperative assisting-MSDs, and also to Cloud and Edge
servers, (which is necessary for evaluating our achieved results with other offloading
implementations). (c) It also explains the developed IPW cost model to calculate the
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actual and predicted efficiency gain and overhead cost. The results and discussion of
the experiments are detailed next in Section 4.3.
4.2.1. The Four Developed CIASs we Chosen to test the ECR-engine
This section explains the CIASs we have developed to test in our offloading scenarios,
so to prove the performance of our ECR-engine. We have used Android Studio IDE
with NDK and SDK libraries to develop these CIASs, (namely, N-Queens Puzzle, FD,
Fibonacci and FD-R). We have tested many CIASs, yet we have decided to use these
as they met our solution and deployment criteria, (a) they are good examples to
demonstrate sub-tasks offloadability, complexity and granularity. As well as (b) these
CIASs are widely used by other offloading frameworks and so can be used for
evaluation purpose, and also other reasons that involve (c) ease of configuration, code
open-source availability/usability and compatibility to fit our testing environment.
4.2.1.1. N-Queens Puzzle
N-Queens puzzle is a game of placing N queens on an NXN checkerboard, where
queens do not threaten each other horizontally, vertically, or diagonally. It uses a
backtracking algorithm that performs forward and backward recursions to solve
computational problems. The backtracking is a very intensive search algorithm, it
checks for every single possible position to place a queen on the board [87]. Figure
4-7 shows an example of a backtracking algorithm to solve the puzzle of placing 4
queens on a 4x4 board.
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Figure 4-7. Example: A Backtracking Algorithm to Solve the N-Queens Puzzle
The algorithm performs the following steps to solve the 4 queens puzzle:
•

It starts with placing the first queen in the top left square (1,1) of the first row. As
a result, it cannot place any more queens in the first row, so it moves to the second
row to prevent the attack.

•

It tries to place the second queen in the second row at the first possible column,
starting from the most left column, where it does not threaten the first queen. So,
it places the queen in the square (2,3) and moves to the third row to prevent the
attack.

•

It tries to place the third queen in the third row, again starting from the left column
until it finds the appropriate square that does not threaten other queens, which is
not possible in the third row. So, the algorithm has to go back one step to change
the position of the second queen in the second row.

•

It shifts the second-placed queen to the square in the next column if available, here
(2,4). Then it moves forward and tries to place the third queen in the third row until
it finds the appropriate square which is (3,2).

•

It moves forward to place the last queen in the fourth row, which is not possible,
as all the squares are threatened by the previous three queens. The algorithm goes
back to the third row again and moves the third queen to the next column (3,3) or
(3,4), both columns are threatened by other queens. Then it continues the backword
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recursion to move the second queen in the second row, which not possible too, as
it reaches the last column in the second row. So, it reverts forward again to the first
row to change the position of the first queen to the next column (1,2), and starts
the same process all over again, until it succeeds to place all the four queens. As a
result, the 4 queens are placed in (1,2), (2,4), (3,1) and (4,3) respectively, and the
process is terminated.
The backtracking algorithm combines several intensive functions and loops, (e.g.
utility function to check if the queen can be placed on a board, recursive function to
solve row and column location and solver function to return the values). We have
imported and launched N-Queens using Android Studio IDE, so to determine intensive
loops and functions. After analysing the execution flow order and sub-tasks call
hierarchy, we found that when N increases, more iterations are needed to find more
solutions resulting in more processing. The solution is formed in a binary matrix with
a value of 1 if the queen is placed in a specific square and 0 else wise. Each iteration
involves several forward and backward placement steps consuming the host-MSD
execution time and battery power. For example, when N is equal to 8, there are 92
iterations to place the queens on the board and when N is greater than 8, it needs hours
to execute locally on the host-MSD, as shown in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1. Example: Number of Possible Iterations for N-Queens Puzzle
N

4

6

8

10

12

14

Iterations

2

4

92

724

14200

365596

The host-MSD generates a serialisable interface and decides on the sub-task, method
signature and required functions to offload. We have built a remote executable subtask for the backtracking algorithm using DFS so that it is marked as an offloadable
sub-task and must be executed remotely by the assisting-MSDs. When the assistingMSDs receive the serialisable interface from the host-MSD, it uses Java reflection API
[56] to re-serialise the sub-task, invokes requested functions, executes the sub-task,
and return the value of the sub-task. Details of the testing and experimental devices
are illustrated as part of the conducted scenarios in Section 4.2.2.1.
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4.2.1.2. Face Detection (FD) & Face Detection and Recognition (FD-R) CIASs
I have used a lot of knowledge for choosing these 2 CIASs coming from our school
“image analysis and pattern recognition” research team. These two CIASs has been
the main testing theme for us as not only show unique sub-tasks, but also can be
deployed in parallel to serve bigger library of images for major recognition search.
FD is chosen to demonstrate the complexity of CIAS sub-tasks, it contains intensive
functions and loops, (e.g. face detection and feature extraction). Recent studies
indicate that using FD App to offload a 1 MB image takes 5 s, and the detection process
tasks 10 s [69]. We have developed FD using Android Studio IDE and Dlib [88], a
library for face detection and recognition that uses prebuild face prediction-algorithms,
(e.g. SVM, ML and DL). It obtains a face-bounding box using (x, y) coordinators to
detect faces in any given images, so to detect and mark 68 (x, y) coordinators for each
face. Then, it extracts nodal points for each face such as the shape of cheekbones, the
distance between eyes, length and width of the nose, as shown in Figure 4-8.

Figure 4-8. Detecting and Extracting Face Features in FD
Async class is used to exclude the GUI from all other sub-tasks, while multi-threading
function is used to generate local and remote sub-tasks. Full details about the
specification of the scenario and experimental devices are illustrated in Section 4.2.2.4.
To generate more sub-tasks of FD, we have developed a more complex version; a FDR which includes the recognition sub-task. As shown in Figure 4-9, FD-R includes the
following sub-tasks (a) convert an image to greyscale, (b) detect faces in a given
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image, (c) extracts features and finally (d) compare the extracted features with a prebuild DB created during the pre-processing stage, using AWS Rekognition, as will be
explained in Section 4.2.2.4.

Figure 4-9. FD-R Sub-tasks Execution Flow
Finally, during the run-time of FD-R via the host-MSD, we have used the GUI to input
new images, then the algorithm detects faces, extracts features and compares it with
the DB. It displays the names of the faces and the extracted features, or no match if the
person is not in the DB.
4.2.1.3. Fibonacci Algorithm
The Fibonacci algorithm is a sequence of a series of numbers, normally referred to as
Fn sequence of numbers. It starts with (0,1), then each number in the sequence is the
addition of the two previous numbers, as follows (0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34) [89].
We have imported and launched the algorithm using Android Studio to develop a
simple App UI, so to input a number and output the Fibonacci series count of that
number. We have used the algorithm since it represents a memory-intensive App,
rather than a processing/data-intensive App, especially when the input number is
>10000, where it requires a long time to execute locally on the host-MSD. We have
analysed the execution flow order and sub-tasks call hierarchy, so to check intensive
functions and loops. We have found that it uses a recursion algorithm to map the input
number into a mathematical equation to calculate the Fibonacci sequence series. This
recursion algorithm is a powerful technique that produces accurate results, but it takes
a long time to execute because it goes backwards and forwards every time it needs to
calculate the equation. We have marked the recursion algorithm as an offloadable
executable sub-task that has to execute remotely on the assisting-MSDs. The
specification of the experiments, testing scenarios and experimental devices are
detailed in Section 4.2.2.3.
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4.2.2. The Six Main Scenarios to Evaluate the Performance of ECR-engine
This section details the conducted scenarios we have formed to offload the processing
of CIASs sub-tasks from the host-MSD to the assisting-MSDs. We have implemented
various tests to evaluate the performance of our solution, in terms of execution time,
battery power consumption, connectivity and overhead costs. The tests vary to
represent sub-tasks complexity, the number of assisting-MSDs and number of
offloaded sub-tasks, as explained in Section 4.3. Also, the tests include evaluating our
solution with two typical offloading frameworks. The specification of the tested
devices including the host and assisting-MSDs is detailed in the following sections.
4.2.2.1. Offload N-Queens Sub-tasks from the host-MSD to Assisting-MSDs
In this scenario, we have decided to use 2 MSDs so that we can test the processing of
CIAS among several MSDs. A Samsung Galaxy tablet S2 which acts as the host-MSD
and also on a Nexus One Android SP emulator. We have implemented an Android
platform running on Oracle VM VirtualBox [90], installed on a PC which acts as a
nearby CS. Table 4-2 shows the full specification of all the MSDs used in this scenario.
All the MSDs are connected to an AP using Wi-Fi and ethernet link in our lab at the
University of Buckingham and can communicate and access the server with an IP
address. After launching N-Queens on the host-MSD, we can specify the number of N
to select and determine the sub-tasks to execute locally and remotely.
To evaluate the performance of our solution, we have performed several tests to cover
and validate possible scenarios that might occur during the offloading process. These
are varied between (i) executing all sub-tasks locally on the host-MSD, (ii) executing
all sub-tasks remotely on the assisting-MSDs or (iii) execute partially among the hostMSD and the assisting-MSDs, using DFS algorithm. i.e. Sub-tasks are partitioned to
execute among MSDs in parallel, and we measured sub-tasks execution time and
consumed battery power. Android live monitor tool [91] is used to profiler the hostMSD local resources, such as battery level, processing capabilities, and memory
requirements when executing CIASs locally on the host-MSD alone. App Tune-up kit
tool is used to profile the overall findings including the average and peak consumed
battery power, as well as the average processing time.
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To the best of my knowledge, none of the reviewed offloading frameworks has used
App Tune-up kit tool, our achieved results for this scenario are mainly based on this
tool since it produces an accurate reading with a negligible error rate compared to
similar tools. We profiled the network using BroadbandChecker to make sure the
network is stable, using Wi-Fi with 216 Mbps uplink and 50 Mbps downlink, and 7
ms latency. Finally, the results are analysed and compared with other offloading
frameworks, as detailed in Section 4.3.
Table 4-2. Experimental Devices Specifications
MSDs Specification

CPU

RAM

Battery Capacity

OS

Samsung S2 Sm-T710
Nexus One Emulator
Cloud Server

1.3 GHz
1.0 GHz
3.30 GHz

3 GB
1 GB
1 GB

4000 mAh
1400 mAh
N/A

Android 7.0
Android 7.1.1
Android 6.0

4.2.2.2. Offload FD Sub-tasks from the host-MSD to Assisting-MSDs
This scenario aims to examine sub-tasks complexity and granularity when the number
of assisting-MSDs increases, as well as to evaluate the host-MSD execution time,
battery power consumption and connectivity cost when executing CIASs sub-tasks.
We have implemented a test to offload FD intensive sub-tasks in parallel among 4
assisting-MSDs. Table 4-3 shows the full specification of the MSDs used in this
scenario. All MSDs are connected using Nearby API peer-to-peer network, as
explained in Section 4.1.4. To evaluate the performance of our solution, we have
performed various tests, our implementation varies from executing all sub-tasks
locally on the host-MSD alone, or using assisting-MSDs to help the host-MSD
processing FD in parallel. i.e. We have increased the number of assisting-MSDs in
each test and observe the trade-off effect on the overall execution time, battery power,
connectivity cost and offloading gain as detailed as part of our achieved results in
Section 4.3. A total of 12 images are used in the test, each image is about 50 KB size,
and the test is repeated 10 times. This test is further enhanced in Section 4.2.2.4 to
demonstrate and evaluate the cost when the complexity of sub-tasks increases, as well
as the trade-off of the overall connectivity cost.
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Table 4-3. Experimental Devices Specifications
MSDs Specification

CPU

RAM

Battery Capacity

OS

Samsung S2 Sm-T710
Lenovo TB-7304F
LG Nexus 4
LG Nexus 4

1.3 GHz
1.3 GHz
1.5 GHz
1.5 GHz

3 GB
1 GB
2 GB
2 GB

4000 mAh
3500 mAh
2100 mAh
2100 mAh

Android 7.0
Android 7.0
Android 5.1.1
Android 5.1.1

4.2.2.3. Offload FD, N-Queens and Fibonacci Sub-tasks from the host-MSD to
Assisting-MSDs
This scenario aims to examine sub-tasks complexity and granularity when both the
number of assisting-MSDs and sub-tasks increase, as well as to evaluate the host-MSD
execution time, battery power consumption and connectivity cost when executing
CIASs sub-tasks. We have tested 3 CIASs, (FD, N-Queens, and Fibonacci algorithm),
so to execute in parallel among three available assisting-MSDs. To evaluate the
performance of our solutions, we have performed serval tests which vary from
executing all sub-tasks locally on the host-MSD alone or using the assisting-MSDs to
help the host-MSD processing FD, N-Queens and Fibonacci in parallel. We have set
the number of N to 8 for N-Queens, 6 images for FD, 5 runs for Fibonacci. i.e. We
have increased the number of assisting-MSDs and sub-tasks in each test and observe
the trade-off effect on the overall execution time, battery power, connectivity cost, and
offloading gain as will be detailed in Section 4.3.
4.2.2.4. Offloading Programming Interface (OPI) to Offload FD-R Sub-tasks
from the host-MSD to CS, ES and Assisting-MSDs
To mimic the functionality of ECR-engine, we have created an OPI that can perform
real-time offloading trials among a pool of assisting-MSDs at the same time, including
a CS, ES and assisting-MSDs. We have used Android Studio IDE, NDK and SDK
libraries to create the OPI that can seamlessly be invoked on all the participated devices
to form the on-the-go resource network among the MSDs. We have used 4 MSDs and
2 servers to conduct in the experiment, but we presume more devices can join the
network and help with the processing, and especially when more CIAS sub-tasks are
required from the host-MSD. The developed scenarios here are based on a simple
distribution algorithm that shares the sub-tasks among devices. This scenario is also
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enhanced in Chapter 5, using a performance scoring algorithm that assigns the
intensive sub-task to the device that has the highest resources and lowest load.
Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-11 show screenshots of the launching process of the OPI via
the host-MSD so to perform the offloading trials, between the host and assistingMSDs. The OPI contains three runtime scenarios, these are Offloader that acts as the
host-MSD, Offloadee that acts as assisting-MSDs and server that represents Cloud and
Edge servers. The Offloader scenario is to decide where to execute FD-R sub-tasks
locally on Offloader or remotely on Offloadees, using a drop-down list of Offloadees
between (0-3). The 0 means the FD-R sub-tasks execute locally on the Offloader, while
1-3 specify the number of Offloadees.
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Figure 4-10. A Screenshot of the OPI showing the Assisting-MSDs Scenario
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Figure 4-11. A Screenshot of the OPI showing the CS Scenario
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The Offloadee scenario is to represent the participated Offloadees. The server scenario
is for executing FD-R sub-tasks remotely on the servers, (i.e. we used 2 servers in this
experiment, the first one is a Cloud AWS EC2 server and the second is a local Edge
WAMP server). It requires a server IP address to start the connection, and post API
[92] to post/get sub-tasks to/from the server, as will be explained in the following
sections.
1- Implementing the Local DB using AWS Rekognition Service
As shown previously in Figure 4-9, FD-R is consisting of 4 major sub-tasks, such as
convert an image to greyscale, face detection, feature extraction and compare the new
images with a pre-build DB. To create the local DB, we have used AWS Rekognition;
a scalable DL platform developed by Amazon computer vision scientists. It offers
several prebuild detection algorithms to analyse billions of images and videos. It
performs accurate facial analysis and recognition to detect, analysis and compare
celebrity faces, (e.g. sport, politics, business and entertainment people). It matches the
upcoming images with a cluster of images, showing the level of similarities or
confidence score of the new image, as shown in Figure 4-12, it also fetches face
emotions, if the person is happy, sad, worried or surprised. The DB is needed later to
compare the new images with the existing images in the DB, and so we have used
AWS Rekognition service as a host server to recognise 100 images as will be explained
later as part of the experiments. We have provided our images to the Rekognition API,
then created a secret key, access key and IAM user to link the OPI to the service API.
We have used the storage-based API [93] to store the images in S3-bucket, in case
needed for future executions. The API uses post operations to process data/images to
and from the service, it gets the images from the host-MSD local repository root. Then
we call Detectface request, CallFace details and Detectfeatures functions to build a
local client-side index. Then, it returns metadata includes a bounding box, facial
landmarks, (i.e. the position of the mouth, ear, etc.), and face ID.
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Figure 4-12. Creating a Local DB using Amazon Rekognition for FD-R
Also, the face detection function contains information about the detected faces and the
time the face was detected using timestamps. The training phase is done on the host
server, whereas the inference phase is done on the host-MSD, this is essential to
eliminate the DB deployment overhead. Only the recognition results of the extracted
faces are saved in a local DB shared repository.
2- OPI Scenarios and Offloading Trials
In this section, the various scenarios for the experiments that have been done to
examine the benefits of offloading using ECR-engine, in terms of execution time,
battery power consumption and connectivity costs, when FD-R sub-tasks are executed
in parallel among the assisting-MSDs. These scenarios are referred to as Edge Server
Scenario (ESS), Edge Offloadees Scenario (EOS) and Cloud Server Scenario (CSS).
•

Offload FD-R Sub-tasks from the host-MSD to ESS
In this scenario, we have created a WAMPSERVER 3.1.0 [94], which acts as a
local nearby server. Both the host-MSD and server are connected through an IP
address. If the decision is to execute FD-R sub-tasks by ESS, the decision engine
triggers the distribution algorithm to partition the sub-tasks/images between the
host-MSD and ESS. The host-MSD generates a serialisable interface and decides
on the sub-task, method signature and required functions to offload. Then it
invokes the remote manager to connect to the server using IP address and post API,
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it uses post/get commands to send/receive images to and from the server. The
server waits and listens to any incoming sub-tasks, it runs the requested sub-tasks
when receiving the images, records the time using timestamps, converts it to JSON
format. Then sends the results back to the host-MSD upon completing the
processing of FD-R sub-tasks. We have used a dynamic profiler to fetch
information from (a) App Tune-up kit tool to profiler the host-MSD local
resources, including battery level, CPU processing capabilities and memory
requirements when running FD-R sub-tasks locally. (b) BroadbandChecker tool to
profile the internet speed and make sure the network is stable during offloading.
•

Offload FD-R Sub-tasks from the host-MSD to EOS
In this scenario, we have performed offloading and processing the execution of
FD-R sub-tasks to the assisting-MSDs. We have used a host-MSD and a maximum
number of 3 assisting-MSDs, the full specification of the conducted MSDs used
by EOS are detailed in Table 4-4. All MSDs are connected using a peer-to-peer
nearby API, which allows the host-MSD to offload and share the processing of
FD-R sub-tasks.
We have developed a simple algorithm to distribute the images among the MSDs
and the servers. Firstly, we divided the number of images (n) equally among the
total MSDs, based on the number of registered devices during forming the resource
network. After that we found the remaining number of images, if the remaining
images are equal to 0, then the algorithm starts distributing the images. If the
remaining images are > 0 then it distributes the remaining images one by one to
the MSDs. For example, if the number of MSDs = 4, number of images = 10, then
10/4, so initially each device gets 2 images. For the remaining 2 images, it assigns
one by one to the MSDs, so offloader = 2, offloadee1 = 3, offloadee2 = 3,
offloadee3 = 2 and so on. The servers always get 75% of the total number of
images, due to the unlimited resources it has, compared to the MSDs. The
distribution algorithm is enhanced further in Section 5.2.4 to a performance scoring
algorithm that can effectively and automatically score the performance of each
MSD. This is based on monitoring the battery capacity, processing capability,
network connectivity, current load, availability and RTT latency for each MSD.
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The outcome of the scoring algorithm is used to create a dataset which is used to
train and test the DNN model.
The assisting-MSDs wait and listen for any incoming sub-tasks, each MSD
executes the grayscale, face detection and feature extraction sub-tasks when
receives the images. Then records the time using timestamps and sends the results
back to the host-MSD. A total of 100 images were used in the experiment, which
set to have the same resolution (700X700) and a maximum size of 300 KB. Tests
are repeated 5 times to examine unstable network conditions and the results are
calculated, (an average of 5 runs), as explained in Section 4.3.
Table 4-4. MSDs Specifications used in EOS
MSDs Specification

CPU

RAM

Battery Capacity

OS

Samsung S2 Sm-T710
Lenovo TB-7304F
LG Nexus 4
LG Nexus 4

1.3 GHz
1.3 GHz
1.5 GHz
1.5 GHz

3 GB
1 GB
2 GB
2 GB

4000 mAh
3500 mAh
2100 mAh
2100 mAh

Android 7.0
Android 7.0
Android 5.1.1
Android 5.1.1

•

Offload FD-R Sub-tasks from the host-MSD to CSS
In this scenario, we have created an EC2 Cloud server using AWS, namely
“t2.micro Amazon Linux 2 AMI [95]”, and authenticated it with the offloading
OPI using a secret and access keys and IAM credentials. We used FileZilla and
Putty tool to install and migrate the necessary PHP files to the EC2 server. We
created an S3 bucket to save the offloaded images, if needed for future execution
and/or to train AI-engine for similar executions. If the decision is to execute FD-R
sub-tasks by EC2 server, then the host-MSD connects to the server and starts to
offload the images using an IP address and Post API. The server waits and listens
to any incoming sub-tasks, it runs the requested sub-tasks when receiving the
images, records the time using timestamps, converts it to JSON format, and sends
the results back to the host-MSD.

3- The Importance Priority Weighting (IPW) Cost Model
We have developed a simple cost estimator based on a Markov Decision Process
(MDP) [96], so to calculate the predicted cost overhead of our solution. The aim of
using this model is to normalise the cost equation and to combine the arbitrary of
different units and scales, especially when more MSDs are available to cooperate and
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share their unused resources. Let I denote a set of sub-tasks = {i1, i2, ….in}, let J denote
a set of MSDs = {j1, j2, ……jm}. To define the cost function of a sub-task in running
on device jm, we calculated the cost function as:
𝒊 𝝐 𝒊𝒏

𝑪𝒐𝒔𝒕(𝑪) = ∑

(𝑷𝒊,𝒋 + 𝑻𝒊,𝒋 + 𝑳𝒊,𝒋 + 𝑫𝒋 + 𝑩𝒋 + 𝑬𝒋 )

(1)

𝒋 𝝐 𝒋𝒎

Where, Pi,j is the battery power cost of processing sub-task i on device j, Ti,j is the
time for processing sub-task i on device j, Li,j is the round trip time between 2
devices, Dj is the data size, Bj is the data transmission rate available at device j,
and Ej is the efficiency of device j based on the CPU load. Since we have normalised
the cost equation, the units of response time, latency and power consumption will
not affect the trade-off. (Note that, in reference to Equation 1, the terms of time,
battery power, RTT, efficiency, data size and data transmission rate refer to the cost
of these expressions rather than the conventionally agreed unites of cost).
We defined a random weight factor (W) between {1,6}, that represents the
probabilistic relative significance of power consumption, RTT, response time, data
transmission rate and efficiency, and it is determined by:

𝐖𝐏 =

𝐰𝐩

(2)

𝐰𝐩 +𝐰𝐭 +𝐰𝐥 +𝐰𝐝 +𝐰𝐛 +𝐰𝐞

Considering that P is the highest priority in our implementation, followed closely
by E and T respectively, they are weighted as 6, 5.5 and 5 scores being near the top
of the scale. For D and B, they are regarded as a middle priority due to heavily
dependent on the available assisting-MSDs and the available connectivity. So, the
impact will not strongly influence the P, E and T which are the main objectives for
the offloading, and both D and B score is 3. The remaining L scores 2 considering
it is the least priority when compared with other weightings. Equation 2 shows the
weight associated to the battery power and it is calculated by dividing the assigned
weight value to the power on the total weight of all the other parameters, and this
applies to (T, E, D, B and L).
After calculating the weights for all the parameters, we have modified Equation 1 by
multiplying the weight of these parameters by the consumed readings of (P, T, D, L,
E and B) gained during the testing, and therefore, we calculated the cost function as:
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Cost (C) = ∑

𝐢 𝛜 𝐢𝐧
𝐣 𝛜 𝐣𝐦

(𝐰𝐩 × 𝐏𝐢,𝐣 + 𝐰𝐭 × 𝐓𝐢,𝐣 + 𝐰𝐥 × 𝐋𝐢,𝐣 + 𝐰𝐝 × 𝐃𝐣 + 𝐰𝐛 × 𝐁𝐣 + 𝐰𝐞 × 𝐄𝐣 )

(3)

The cost equation is used to calculate the predicted cost overhead and efficiency gain
of deploying ECR-engine. Section 4.3 presents the achieved results in comparison with
the actual results gained during the implementation and testing the trials conducted
using OPI.
4.3. Results and Discussion
This section presents the results obtained from implementing and testing various
scenarios and experiments, including the offloading trials to execute CIASs sub-tasks
in parallel among EOS, ESS and CSS. The achieved results are analysed to prove the
performance of ECR-engine, so to reveal whether it benefits or degrades the offloading
process.
Figure 4-13 shows the execution time of offloading and sharing the processing of NQueens sub-tasks in parallel among the MSDs. Using our method to partition the
processing of N-Queens sub-tasks reduces the execution time by 75%, it outperforms
processing N-Queens sub-tasks locally on the host-MSD alone and remotely on the
CS. This is especially when the number of N increases, where more iterations are
needed to find more solutions to place the queens on the board, requiring more
intensive processing. This is because the N-Queens is partitioned and offloaded to the
assisting-MSDs at the same time. Besides, processing N-Queens sub-tasks on the CS
defeats processing it locally on the host-MSD by 27%, due to CS unlimited processing
resources.
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Figure 4-13. Processing Time to Execute N-Queens Puzzle Sub-tasks
Figure 4-14 shows the battery power consumption of offloading and sharing the
processing of N-Queens sub-tasks in parallel among the MSDs. Using our method to
partition the processing of N-Queens sub-tasks reduces the battery power by 20%. The
consumed power dropped off continuously when the number of N increases, whereas
the consumed power required to process N-Queens locally on the host-MSD raised
steadily by around 7%. Similar to the linear trend of the execution time, when N
increases, more intensive processing is necessary to process the sub-tasks.

Figure 4-14. Consumed Battery Power to Execute N-Queens Puzzle Sub-tasks
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Table 4-5 shows the overall findings including the consumed CPU, average and peak
power for local and remote processing, using App Tune-up kit.
Table 4-5. Overall Findings for Local and Remote Execution
Runtime Environment
Locally on host-MSD
Remotely on CS

CPU
22.3%
13.7%

Average Power
1.7 w
1.0 w

Peak Power
2.9 w
1.0 w

Additionally, we have compared our solution with other offloading frameworks, so to
measure the host-MSD execution time and battery power consumption, as shown in
Figure 4-15 and Figure 4-16. Our solution differs in that, we have built executable
remote sub-tasks from clustering a group of offloadable sub-tasks as explained in
Section 4.1.2, rather than offloading sub-tasks individually in sequence order. Building
executable sub-tasks is promising, as it effectively outperforms other typical coarsegrained and fine-grained techniques.

Figure 4-15. Processing Time to Execute N-Queens Sub-tasks
We have achieved 45.84% and 82.2% improvements to execution time and battery
power, compared to MACS solution. In comparison to ThinkAir solution, we have
achieved 57.84% improvements to execution time and much the same linear trend of
battery power readings. Albeit, both the starting point of battery power is 1.5 w, but
when sub-tasks complexity increase, the battery power dropped slightly using our
solution, whereas for ThinkAir it fluctuated around the same behavioural trend. This
will eventually change if more sub-tasks are requested by the host-MSD.
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Figure 4-17 shows the executing time of processing FD sub-tasks locally on the hostMSD alone and by offloading and executing FD sub-tasks remotely on the cooperative
assisting-MSDs. To cover all possible scenarios, our testing scenarios vary from
executing all the images locally on the host-MSD and also by offloading and executing
the images on the assisting-MSDs. i.e. We have increased the number of MSDs, (a
maximum of 4 MSDs are used here), while sharing the images to execute among
MSDs in parallel. i.e. For 12 images test using 4 MSDs, each device executes 3 images
in parallel. This test is conducted to map a relationship between sub-tasks complexity
and number of MSDs while evaluating the host-MSD execution time and battery
power consumption.

Figure 4-16. Consumed Battery Power to Execute N-Queens Sub-tasks
It is obvious when the number of MSDs increases, the overall processing time to
execute FD sub-tasks has dropped significantly. When we used 3 assisting-MSDs
helping the host-MSD with processing the sub-tasks in parallel, the processing time
has reduced by 33.6%, compared to local processing on the host-MSD alone. Albeit,
in the test of offloading to one assisting-MSD, the processing time has increased by
6%, this is due to the overhead not meeting the crossover point of being advantageous.
The Figure also shows the predicted behavioural trend when more devices joined the
network, (the red dotted line).
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Figure 4-17. Processing Time to Execute FD Sub-tasks Locally and Remotely
Similarly, Figure 4-18 shows the battery power consumption of processing FD subtasks locally on the host-MSD alone and also by offloading the sub-tasks remotely on
the assisting-MSDs. The behavioural trend of the consumed battery power followed
much the same as the processing time results, when we used only one MSD to help the
host-MSD processing the sub-tasks, the battery power has increased by 2.2%. When
we used 3 assisting-MSDs helping the host-MSD with processing the sub-tasks in
parallel, the battery power dropped sharply by 48%, compared to local processing on
the host-MSD alone.

Figure 4-18. Consumed Battery Power to Execute FD Sub-tasks
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To evaluate the performance of our solution, we have evaluated the processing time
and battery power consumption while testing several CIASs to execute in parallel
among the cooperative assisting-MSDs. In this test, we have tested three CIASs, in
which case more complex sub-tasks are generated, shared and executed in parallel
among the MSDs. Table 4-6 shows the processing time of executing FD, N-Queens
and Fibonacci sub-tasks locally on the host-MSD alone and also by offloading and
executing remotely on the assisting-MSDs. We have set the number of N to 8 for NQueens, 6 images for FD, 5 runs for Fibonacci, as explained in Section 4.2.2.3.
Executing all sub-tasks locally on the host-MSD alone consumes the most, albeit, in
this test, we did not consider the connectivity cost, as the focus is to examine sub-tasks
complexity by testing three CIASs. When we used 2 assisting-MSDs helping the hostMSD executing the sub-tasks in parallel, the processing time reduces by 51%,
compared to 8% for one assisting-MSDs only.
Table 4-6 also shows the consumed battery power of executing FD, N-Queens and
Fibonacci sub-tasks locally on the host-MSD host and also by offloading and executing
remotely on the assisting-MSDs. When we used one assisting-MSDs to help the hostMSD executing the sub-tasks, the battery power did not improve but rather fluctuated
much the same with the local execution. This is due to the overhead not meeting the
crossover point of being advantageous at the starting point. When we used 2 assistingMSDs helping the host-MSD executing the sub-tasks in parallel, the battery power
consumption reduces by 33%, compared to the local execution by the host-MSD alone.
Table 4-6. Processing Time and Consumed Battery Power
Runtime Environment

Execution Time (s)

Consumed Battery Power (mw)

Locally on the host-MSD alone
One assisting helping the host-MSD
Two assisting helping the host-MSD

68.9
53.3
33.1

2586
2606
1834

Additionally, to evaluate the factors that impacted our solution, we did a simple test to
plot sub-tasks complexity using several MSDs, while measuring the host-MSD
offloading gain, actual CPU utilisation and battery power usage. Figure 4-19 shows
the offloading gain when the sub-tasks complexity increases. i.e. We have increased
the size of data to offload for each sub-task, (e.g. here we offloaded more images where
data size varies between 300 KB to 600 KB).
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It is clear that when more sub-tasks are generated, offloaded and sent through the
network to execute in parallel among the assisting-MSDs, the overall gain has
increased continually. This agrees with our analysis and equations explained
previously in Section 3.3, that assured us, CIASs sub-tasks that require intensive
processing with low RTT transfers between the host and assisting-MSDs, are always
advantageous to offload.

Figure 4-19. Offloading Gain when Sub-tasks Complexity Increase
Similarly, Table 4-7 shows the host-MSD overall actual CPU utilisation and battery
power usage when more assisting-MSDs helping the host-MSD executing CIASs subtasks, using App Tune-up kit profiler.
Table 4-7. Actual CPU Utilisation and Battery Power
Host-MSD Resources

1 MSD

2 MSDs

3 MSDs

4 MSDs

Actual CPU utilisation
Actual battery power

50%
80%

44%
70%

35%
60%

18%
30%

We have increased the number of assisting-MSDs between 1-4 gradually, when more
than two assisting-MSDs helping the host-MSD executing CIAS sub-tasks in parallel,
both actual CPU utilisation and battery power usage have reduced constantly. Having
only one assisting-MSDs executing the sub-tasks is not the ideal solution. However,
the CPU utilisation and battery power have reduced by around 62% when we used 4
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MSDs, this is nearly 3 times saving compared to the local execution by the host-MSD
alone.
Figure 4-20 shows the execution time of processing FD sub-tasks by ESS, EOS and
CSS which we described in Section 4.2.2.4. The results are testimony that forming
ECR-engine is the correct decision, especially when compared with performing FD
sub-tasks locally on the host-MSD alone. Offloading and sharing the sub-tasks by ESS
and CSS reduce the host-MSD execution time by 83.4% due to their unlimited
processing resources capability. While offloading the processing of FD sub-tasks to a
single Offloadee is too costly with an increase of 14.3%, due to the overhead not
meeting the crossover point of being advantageous. However, offloading FD sub-tasks
to >1 Offloadee has significantly improved the host-MSD resource capability, (21.3%
and 40.2% for 2 and 3 Offloadees respectively).

Figure 4-20. Processing Time to Execute FD Sub-tasks by EOS, ESS and CSS
Similarly, Figure 4-21 shows the execution time when processing FD-R sub-tasks for
ESS, EOS and CSS. It shows an increase of the complexity of FD, by adding the
recognition sub-task of matching the extracted features with a pre-build DB.
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Figure 4-21. Processing Time to Execute FD-R Sub-tasks by EOS, ESS and CSS
This highlights the importance of ECR-engine, where the execution time became linear
for all ESS, EOS and CSS. This means that the overall cost of ECR-engine is much
less than having the offloading done by CSS, without the network traffic caused by
transporting the sub-task to the CS. For 20 images with 4 MSDs, we have achieved
10.13% in comparison to processing FD-R sub-tasks locally on the host-MSD alone.
While 12.1% for the CSS, which indicates the ECR-engine will outperform offloading
to CSS when more intensive sub-tasks are executed on more participated assistingMSDs. Note that the testing of the FD and FD-R CIASs is limited to controlled
scenarios, (i.e. 100 images with 11 faces per image), where the taken/used images are
in good quality, (e.g. without poor lighting conditions and bad face poses). This is
because the purpose of the experiments is to conduct different offloading scenarios
using these CIASs as benchmarks to evaluate the offloading process trend in
comparison with other scenarios. Therefore, the above achieved results of FD-R for
more challenging offloading scenarios, (poor lighting and poor poses), are expected to
make our solution performed at least as good as the CS.
The battery power consumption is measured when executing FD-R sub-tasks by ESS,
EOS, CSS and locally on the host-MSD alone as shown in Figure 4-22, it clearly shows
that the same saving pattern achieved with the execution time. The behavioural trend
we observed is, when only 2 devices are executing FD-R sub-tasks in parallel, the
consumed battery power has increased by 19.52%. However, when more MSDs join
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the network as in EOS, we have recorded a battery power saving of 28.8% for 4 MSDs
executing FD-R sub-tasks in parallel, which is almost similar to ESS and CSS which
recorded about 31% battery power saving. None of the reviewed solutions has
performed offloading of FD-R sub-tasks to nearby assisting-MSDs, by forming an onthe-go resource network. Albeit, to compare ESS and CSS with the model in [32], that
performs offloading of FD sub-tasks to a CS, we have achieved improvements of
12.48% and 38.4%, in terms of processing time and battery power consumption.

Figure 4-22. Battery Power to Execute FD-R Sub-tasks by EOS, ESS CSS
Figure 4-23 shows the execution time of processing individual FD sub-tasks by ESS,
EOS, and CSS, it shows that the feature extraction sub-task is the most intensive
compared to both greyscale and detect faces sub-tasks. Also, it shows, the processing
time has dropped down continuously, recording a saving of 81.2% when more MSDs
join the network and execute FD sub-tasks in parallel, which proves the concept and
functionality of ECR-engine. To measure the accuracy of our OPI, we have used
Rekognition confidence score of similarity. The confidence score is between (0–100),
that expresses the probability of the detection if the face is predicted correctly. We
have achieved up to 99% accuracy as almost all the selected images and faces are
recognised successfully. We also compared the accuracy rate achieved with the model
in [97], that used relevant facial recognition service, we have achieved an increase of
23.75%.
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Figure 4-23. The Execution Time of Processing Individual FD Sub-tasks
Figure 4-24 and Figure 4-25 show the predicted cost overhead and efficiency gain of
deploying ECR-engine, when executing the processing of FD and FD-R sub-tasks by
EOS, CSS and ESS, using (IPW cost model, Equation 3 in Section 4.2.2.4.3). As well
as comparing the predicted trend with the actual cost overhead and efficiency again,
achieved during the experiments of the ECR-engine. Figure 4-24(a) shows the cost
overhead of running FD-R sub-tasks locally on the host-MSD alone and by forming
ESS, EOS and CSS. Processing the execution of FD sub-tasks on the host-MSD alone
is too costly. When more sub-tasks are required by the host-MSD, the cost overhead
continues to rise dramatically. i.e. Offloading and processing the execution of FD and
FD-R sub-tasks to a single Offloadee with only 5 images, is too costly with an increase
of 24% due to the overhead not meeting the crossover point of being advantageous.
Albeit, when both the number of MSDs and the required sub-tasks granularity increase,
the cost overhead has significantly improved. When we have 15 images and more, the
host-MSD will suffer in terms of the consumed power the processing time, and
therefore it becomes necessary to offload the sub-tasks of FD and FD-R to the
assisting-MSDs that register cost saving of 40% for FD and 54% for FD-R because of
adding the recognition sub-task. This highlights the importance of ECR-engine where
the cost overhead became linear for all ESS, EOS and CSS. Figure 4-24(b) shows the
predicted cost overhead achieved using IPW cost model, as explained in Section
4.2.2.4.3. We noticed here that the predicted cost overhead is decreasing when we have
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more MSDs processing more sub-tasks. At the starting point, when we used only one
Offloadee, the cost overhead increases by 24.2% compared to the local execution on
the host-MSD alone. For 20 images with 4 assisting-MSDs, we achieved 10.13% in
comparison to the local processing, while 12.1% for the CSS scenario. Both the actual
and predicted cost overhead measurements agree to have a similar behavioural trend.
This indicates that forming ECR-engine is a better solution than offloading to a CS, as
it reduces the shipped data/sub-tasks to the CS, which reduces the connectivity cost
and the overall network traffic.

Figure 4-24. Actual and Predicted Cost Overhead from using ECR-engine
Similarly, Figure 4-25 shows both the actual and predicted efficiency gain when
executing the processing of FD and FD-R sub-tasks locally on the host-MSD and by
ESS, CSS and EOS. Our ECR-engine starts to be more efficient than the local
execution when more MSDs join the network and help to process the FD and FD-R
sub-tasks. i.e. For the 10 images test and when we used >1 offloadee, ECR-engine
outperforms the local execution, and the efficiency gain continues to rise sharply. In
both scenarios, we have registered an identical behavioural trend. Also, FD-R test
records a better gain compared to the FD test which shows the advantages of our
solution when the sub-tasks complexity/granularity increase, as well as the number of
assisting-MSDs. We have also measured the RTT latency when the host-MSD
communicates to ESS, EOS and CSS, compared to EC2 server average latency, the
average latency of accessing 3 assisting-MSDs in parallel is equal or even less than
accessing a Cloud EC2 server. EOS outperforms ESS and CSS, it achieves a decrease
of 33% resulting in less latency. This proves that forming the ECR-engine that even
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with only 4 MSDs can reduce connectivity cost which will eliminate the overall
network traffic. For sure having only a single Offloadee helping the host-MSD to
execute the sub-tasks is not an option.

Figure 4-25. Actual and Predicted Efficiency Gain from using ECR-engine
The testing scenarios to evaluate the performance of ECR-engine show significant
improvement, our solution on average have achieved 40.2% more efficient processing
time, 28.8% less battery power consumption and 33% reduce latency, as well as 99%
accuracy for the recognition sub-task.
Our implementation is mainly based on using nearby API connection which allows
devices to communicate in a radio range of (~100m), where each device can advertise
/discover other nearby devices to form a star topology network with them. This kind
of network formation is also referred as near-edge computing where the resource
infrastructure, (storage and processing), is deployed in a location between the far-edge
computing and the Cloud DC closer to the end-users, so that it can quickly respond to
delay-sensitive apps, (i.e. typically in less than 3 ms latency). This is important for us,
as one of our central objectives is to minimise the latency and reduce the execution
time, as explained in Section 1.1 for the required intensive CIASs sub-tasks, compared
to processing these sub-tasks in the CS. Therefore, in our solution/experiments we
have mainly focused on the near-edge computing scenario, so to use nearby devices in
the vicinity/close proximity to the host-MSD that is hosting the app/data. On the other
hand, the far-edge computing is often associated with the concept of fog computing
explained previously in Chapter 1, where the processing resources are located in a
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middle layer between the end-users and the Cloud backbone, (normally in the
gateways and/or base stations, and is located in approximately about 10’s km far from
the end-users, which often takes an average of 7 ms latency). One benefit of the faredge computing that it provides unlimited processing resources due to its proximity
with the Cloud.
We have concluded that (1) the cooperative solution to offload the processing of
CIASs sub-tasks in parallel to the assisting-MSDs proves to be as good as or even
better than offloading to a typical CS. It reduces the high latency between the hostMSD and the CS, as well as it enhances the delay of offloading and availability of
computing resources from having the focus shifts from the CS into cooperative
assisting-MSDs. (2) Clustering and building a group of executable sub-tasks as a
whole package is promising to eliminate the redundant sub-tasks/data pushed through
the network, which will eventually eliminate the overall cost between the host and
assisting-MSDs. (3) The on-the-go concept to enable adaptive resource network
formation on the Edge is important, so to communicate among any nearby assistingMSDs, without prior planning to set up the overall deployment infrastructure,
especially, if a short-range peer-to-peer wireless network is used. This work is further
enhanced by including a Cloud-based AI-engine that will help with the decisions of
forming the ECR-engine, as will be detailed next in Chapter 5.
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5. Cloud-based AI Implementation
Due to the importance and the advantages that AI adds to any database based decision
engine, we have conducted an extensive review of the latest AI technologies and
solutions to help us arrive at the most suitable implementation for this thesis as detailed
in Section 2.3. Our Cloud-based AI-engine will host the training and validation of our
implementation, so to intelligently facilitate the assisting-MSDs that can be chosen for
each of our offloading sub-tasks, as well as to eliminate the cost overhead of deploying
such engine on the host-MSD or the ES.
This chapter details our novel proposal solution so to maximise the performance and
benefit of our ECR-engine, as well as it details our Cloud-side implementation
including:
1. Explanation of our architecture for the Cloud-based AI-engine, (Section 5.1).
2. The building process of creating the training and testing datasets, (Section 5.2.2).
3. The deployment process of the DL decision-making including the chosen DNN
model and other network parameters, (Section 5.2.3).
4. The implemented prediction and scheduling models to test the performance of our
AI-engine, (Section 5.2.5).
5.1. Cloud-based AI-engine
Figure 5-1 shows our full solution including the AI-engine and (ECR-engine detailed
previously in Chapter 4), and therefore the focus here is mainly on the functionality
and implementation of the AI-engine.
Our solution uses the Cloud to host and generate the AI-engine that performs the
following:
1. Determines suitable assisting-MSDs that can be used by the host-MSD to help with
the processing of CIASs, so to monitor their processing resources and availability
when needed and without prior planning.
2. Provides the host-MSD with decisions of the best scenario to partition and offload
the CIASs sub-tasks among the assisting-MSDs using a DL decision-making model.
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3. After forming all the required decisions, the AI-engine invokes the ECR-engine to
offload the CIASs sub-tasks from the host-MSD to a group of assisting-MSDs, in a
parallel/sharing environment.

Figure 5-1. Our Smart Solution: AI-engine and ECR-engine
Our offloading solution presumes as fundamental to its performance, that there will be
various assisting-MSDs, including SPs, iPads and PCs that are available to cooperate
in a resource network. This process is continuous, and we envisage that such devices,
as a principle, are willing to contribute to help other MSDs and could be assigned
certain credits, that could be used later in case they need help with executing CIASs
sub-tasks. This is following on the trend to share anything to aid others: (1) voluntarily
it comes to help the host-MSD, so to enhance the launching experience of such CIASs.
(2) A credit scheme can be devised between grouped-users that can be exchanged for
monies or other sharing schemes, as in [98].
The various tasks that needed to implement the AI-engine are:
•

Using automatic sampling profiling by deploying Experitest platform [99] to
profile CIAS sub-tasks. It interrupts the host-MSD CPU at certain time intervals
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and records the time of the currently executed instruction by debugging the
metadata from the memory. Then it correlates the recorded execution time of the
previous execution with the current execution at a given time. We have used
sampling profiling since it is much simpler than static analysis, (i.e. no breakpoints
are inserted to the source code), and is executed less often, (i.e. the execution order
is not affected), resulting in negligible overhead. The output of this, as well as
previous executions of the desired CIAS sub-tasks, are used to create the dataset.
•

Developing a performance scoring algorithm to calculate the device performance
score and select the device that has the highest performance score among others,
(i.e. highest processing resources, lowest load and best connectivity protocol, etc).
For example, a battery level between 80-90% scores value of 10, where a battery
level of 20-30% scores value of 0 and so on for the other inputs. The performance
score is a total score of 10 inputs for each MSD, as will be explained in details in
Section 5.2.4. Based on the score, the most intensive sub-task is allocated to the
assisting-MSDs with the highest score, any MSD scores a performance threshold
of 40% or less will be discarded from the network, as being not qualified to help
the host-MSD processing CIAS sub-tasks.

•

Building a DL decision-making model to train and test the data, predict the next
available MSD to select and make intelligent decisions to offload or not, if it
decides to offload, then it schedules the sub-tasks among the participated MSDs,
using a supervised DNN. The DNN is used to predict an output value from our prebuild dataset by (a) feeding the data into one or multiple nodes, each node is a
function that transforms the input data into a numeric value. (b) Multiplying the
values with a corresponding weight value and passing it to the intermediate layer
and so on, until a decision is reached and the output values are presented. Details
of the network architecture, including the used algorithm, hidden layers/neurons
and the relative correlation between them are explained later in details in Section
5.2.3.1.

•

Building a dataset of around 600 scenarios we used to train and test the DNN, (i.e.
the dataset is split into 80% for training and 20% for testing). These scenarios are
collected from possible behaviours that might occur during the offloading process,
as well as actual testing scenarios conducted previously in our implementation as
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in Section 4.2.2.4. Each scenario inputs 10 parameters/features, (i.e. battery level,
processing capability, number of assisting-MSDs, number of sub-tasks, sub-tasks
granularity, network type, RTT latency, current load and availability).
•

Scheduling the sub-tasks among MSDs based on complexity, highest performance
score, and assign the intensive sub-task/chunk to the best MSD based on the above
criteria, while managing to discard the weakest devices from the network, (e.g.
such devices that have a low battery level, and/or devices that are busy performing
some other tasks, etc.). This is achieved by developing a simple UI inference
service that can be invoked seamlessly on the Edge to exchange features among
MSDs, (e.g. battery level, processing capability, etc.), used to update the DB
regularly, or for future executions.

•

After completing the above and when contacted by the host-MSD, the AI-engine
(a) provides a list of potential available MSDs together with their capability and
advises the host-MSD with the best decision of what sub-tasks to offload and
where to execute each sub-task. Then, it (b) invokes the ECR-engine to form the
resource network and start the offloading process, as explained in Chapter 4.
Finally, it (c) gathers the learning output gained from executing all the sub-tasks
on the assisting-MSDs, so to boost up the offloading decision for further
executions or to fine-tune the DNN model if needed.

Details of each of these steps will be detailed as part of the experiments section we
have done to prove the concept and performance of our solution. The implementation
of the AI-engine is based on a pre-build existing DNN model, (i.e. we did not build
the algorithm ourselves, we only used it to train and test the dataset). Albeit, we did
change some parameters for better prediction results to fulfil our testing sub-tasks, as
will be detailed in Section 5.2.3.1.
Figure 5-2 shows a flowchart of these steps, and the following sections give a detailed
implementation of these steps.
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Figure 5-2. Our AI-engine Flowchart Diagram
5.2. The Implementation and Testing of our AI-engine
This section demonstrates the implementation and testing which we have conducted
to evaluate the performance of our AI-engine as follows: (a) it details the platform we
used to deploy our AI-engine so to build the DL decision-making model using a DNN
model. (b) The creation of the training and testing datasets, (c) the development of the
performance scoring algorithm. It also explains the (d) scenarios we developed to test
the accuracy of our AI-engine, including a prediction scenario to make intelligent
offloading decisions and a scheduling scenario to schedule the CIAS sub-tasks among
the assisting-MSDs. i.e. The scheduling is based on the device having at the time the
highest processing resources and lowest load among others, any device has a
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performance score of 40% or less will be discarded from the network, as not being
qualified to help the host-MSD executing the required sub-tasks.
5.2.1. Runtime Environment: BigML Platform to Deploy a DNN Model
The decisions of which AI algorithms and platforms to use and implement my work
was a tough decision. I have investigated several algorithms, (e.g. DL, ML, RL and
DRL), and used various platforms, (e.g. Collab, TensorFlow, AWS Sage Maker and
BigML), so to build models/classifiers for image processing/recognition, text and
voice recognition. Albeit, Evidence from the reviewed publications, (detailed in
Section 2.32.3), as well as our evaluation and testing, have assured us:
1. Many researchers in the field of AI claim that DL-based algorithms outperform ML
algorithms that are based on handcrafted maps [65].
DL algorithms are similar to Artificial Neural Networks, but with a much larger and
complex structure which consist of several interconnected layers, (input layer, middle
hidden layer(s) and output layer). These layers contain multiple nodes, each node has
two functions, (weight between the input layer and the hidden layer and the time it
takes to process a single input). According to [100], three-layer network (one hidden
layer) is a universal standard network, these layers are connected to learn and extract
features continually from observing data. As shown in Figure 5-3, the input (x) is
multiplied by a weight (w), combined and summed at one hidden node, then the result
is added to a bias and finally is fed into an activation function to produce the output,
more details of the construction of relevant DL-based algorithms are summarised in
the literature review chapter in Section 2.3. Also, details of our deployed algorithm
with the number of layers, hidden unites and activation function are demonstrated in
Section 5.2.3.1.
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Figure 5-3. DL Standard Structure
2. BigML platform is more robust and advance compared to other AI platforms due to
the following:
•

It provides a powerful GUI launched as an MLaaS operated in the Cloud that
includes fully automated ML and DL algorithms, in a supervised and
unsupervised structure.

•

It is used to build accurate models that can be used to solve complex problems,
including classification, regression, time-series forecasting and clustering. As
well as it provides support documentation and tutorials to help using the
platform.

•

Most importantly, it includes a DEEPNET model; an optimised version of
DNN that enables an automatic network search of several networks and selects
the best among them [101]. We believe this is important to avoid time
complexity and processing requirements of manual-tuning to fit the network.

5.2.2. Building the Training and Testing Datasets
In order to build AI models that perform accurate decisions/predictions with a
minimum error rate, data must be prepared and transformed to an ML-format dataset,
(i.e. a structured version of the data), so that the model can understand, learn and
extract features. BigML uses sources; a source is multiple instances/entities prepared
to be input into a model, then the source is used to create/prepare datasets from the
uploaded data, and finally, the main dataset is split into training and testing
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datasets/subsets. Figure 5-4 shows the process of preparing and creating the dataset,
followed by implementation details about the complete process.

Figure 5-4. The Process of Building a Dataset using BigML
To create a source, we have prepared/labelled around 600 possible scenarios, using a
Comma Separated Values format in a supervised manner, then we uploaded the source
to BigML platform. The decision of creating our own dataset is because to the best of
our knowledge, we did not find any relevant offloading solution that built a DL
decision-making model, therefore, no dataset is available. These scenarios are
collected from using the sampling profiling, performance scoring algorithm and subtasks previous executions. Then we transformed it to a structured ML-format so the
model can understand all the data accurately by (1) classifying the data into various
categories, (e.g. categorical, numeric, text, etc), (2) configuring instances sizes,
missing values and data repetition, then finally (3) converting the instances/entities to
vectors. We have created 2 datasets, the first dataset is used to create the prediction
scenario, while the second dataset is used for the scheduling scenario of sub-tasks
among MSDs, as will be explained in Section 5.2.5. i.e. For the prediction scenario,
we have labelled our scenarios with 0/1 values as in a typical supervised manner [16],
where 1 represents a suitable offloading candidate, and 0 if not, based on the input
features. The engagement status is the objective field which we want the model to be
able to predict/decide. E.g. We have 13 scenarios with a 60% battery level and 51
scenarios with a high RTT latency and so on for other features. Figure 5-5 shows a
screenshot of the creation of the source/dataset.
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Figure 5-5. A Screenshot of the Process of Preparing the Data Source
To measure the actual performance of our decision-making model, especially if new
scenarios appeared, a dataset splitting to training and testing subsets is required. The
splitting percentage varies based on various models/problems and correlations
between data. Albeit, the (80/20) or (70/30) splitting percentage is a good start to create
prediction models [102]. As shown in Figure 5-6, we have used 80% of the dataset for
training and 20% for testing. We have selected the random splitting to cover all the
scenarios, rather than the liner splitting which assigned the first scenarios for training,
while the last scenarios for testing. Nevertheless, in the random splitting, duplicated
instances may have been used in both training and testing subsets, which will lead to
unrealistic or incorrect predictions. We have addressed this by removing all the
duplicated instances during the testing phase.
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Figure 5-6. Original, Training and Testing Datasets
5.2.3. DL Decision-making Model
This section demonstrates the implementation details of designing our DL decisionmaking model, so to make intelligent decisions/predictions of what and where to
offload, as shown in Figure 5-7. It details the deployed DNN model, including
decisions of the network structure, (i.e. hidden layers, normalisation weights, the used
algorithm and activation function).
5.2.3.1. Our deployed DNN Model
We have used BigML to launch a DEEPNET model; an optimised version of DNN
that enables an automatic network search of various networks so to select the best
among them that is likely to give the most accurate results. DNN consists of one or
more layers, each layer contains multiple nodes, each node is a function that transforms
an input into another value by multiplying it with a certain/random weight, as will be
explained in the following paragraphs. Then it passes the values to the intermediate
hidden layers, the process continues until a decision is reached and the output is
presented.
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Figure 5-7. Our DL Decision-making Model
To configure the structure of DNN, we have used the automatic network search to
select/form the best network decisions so to eliminate the time complexity of manual
fine-tuning, which eventually gave us a better prediction score. As a result, we have
used three hidden layers, Adam algorithm and random weight for normalisation, as
shown in Figure 5-8 and explained below in the following subsections. We have
trained the model for three hours, although the network may stop earlier if the
performance does not show further improvements, we found that using the training
time choice has given us better prediction results, compared to setting a specific
number of iterations.

Figure 5-8. DNN Model Network Structure
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1. Field of Importance
The objective field is the field we want the model to be able to predict, (i.e. by default,
the last input field is normally assigned as the objective field), we have assigned the
engagement status as our objective field, and therefore it is labelled with values of 1 if
it is an offloading candidate and 0, else wise. The DNN model observes all the input
fields and establishes which input field has the most influence on the objective field,
by defining the field of importance. The field of importance is the relative contribution
of each of the other input fields, (e.g. battery capacity, processing capability, RTT
latency, etc), on the objective field. It is calculated by taking a weighted average for
each input field to reduce the predicted error. Each field is normalised to take a value
between (0% – 100%), where all the input fields sum a total of 100%. The DNN model
continually processes back and forth all the time to discover this, it stops once it
reached the lowest predicted error rate, and therefore no further improvement is
discovered. Some inputs, (e.g. availability), have higher importance on the objective
field than others since it has a value of 0/1 on the prediction model.
2. Hidden Layers
In DEEPNET, each node is a function that transforms an input into another value by
multiplying it with a certain/random weight, then it passes the values to the hidden
layers, the hidden layers are intermediate layers between the input layer and the output
layer, these layers are connected to learn and extract features continually from
observing data. The DEEPNET allows to use up to 32 hidden layers with 8,192
nodes/neurons per layer. The decision of how many layers to use is crucial and varies
based on testing, and therefore an optimisation balance should be considered, to
achieve a good prediction performance, while eliminating overfitting. After testing
various configurations and to fit our solution scenarios, we have used three hidden
layers with 64, 128 and 64 nodes for the first, second and third hidden layers
respectively. This is because (a) the higher number of nodes, the higher possibility of
overfitting, and (b) few nodes will eventually lead to poor performance or incorrect
results.
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3. Used Algorithm
The algorithm is used to optimise the network and minimise the loss function,
DEEPNET provides many gradient descent algorithms, (e.g. Momentum, Adagrad,
RMSProp, Adam and FTRL) We have used Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) to
optimise our model, it is an adaptive algorithm that is used to solve prediction
problems [16]. Adam normally outperforms other algorithms, it converges itself faster
and can solve various problems that other algorithms may not be able to solve.
According to [103] “Adam outperforms the rest of DEEPNET algorithms due to its
bias correlation”.
4. Activation Function
The activation function is used to represent a linear or non-linear relationship between
the input and output fields, that is necessary to solve complex problems. DEEPNET
provides several activation functions, (e.g. Tanh, Sigmoid, ReLU, Softplus and
SoftMax). We have used ReLU activation function in our testing because (a) it is the
most common function used in any DNN model [104], (b) it performs well with Adam
algorithm and is likely to give accurate results for supervised structure models, and (c)
it converts an input into an output, which then can be used again as an input for the
next layer of the network and so on.
5. Normalisation Weight
The weight factor is used to normalise the input values before fed into the activation
function, and it is normally assigned a value between (0,1). We have randomly
initialised the weight values, which are then multiplied by the input values before fed
to the hidden layer. The learning rate is set to 0.001 so that the data can fit the training
process, normally <1% gives better prediction results. Larger values may increase the
training time as the network will have to repeat itself again and again until a certain
level of acceptance is satisfied, as well as to prevent nodes from dropping out during
the training process.
5.2.4. Performance Scoring Algorithm
We have developed a simple algorithm to calculate the performance score of the
assisting-MSDs used in the experiments. We have created about 600 scenarios to
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emulate real-time trials. These scenarios are collected from possible behaviours that
might occur during the offloading process and actual testing scenarios conducted
previously in our implementation. As well as decisions of sub-tasks complexity,
offloadability and granularity achieved during the sampling profiling, as shown in
Figure 5-9. i.e. Each scenario inputs 10 parameters/features, (battery level, processing
capability, number of assisting-MSDs and sub-tasks, sub-tasks granularity, network
type, RTT latency, current load and availability). Some parameters are fetched directly
from the host-MSD physical hardware, (e.g. battery capacity and CPU processor
cycles/load). i.e. We have defined a threshold for each of these, for battery capacity
and processing capability, we set three thresholds which depend on the current level,
if between (10-30%), then it scores 0, (31-60%) it scores 5 and (61-90%) it scores 10.
These performance thresholds are used to calculate the total performance score of each
of the assisting-MSDs that joined the network and want to participate to help the hostMSD processing CIAS sub-tasks. Based on the score, the most intensive sub-task is
allocated to the MSD with the highest score, any device scores a performance threshold
of 40% or less will be discarded from the network, as not being qualified to help the
host-MSD to process the sub-tasks.
We have defined a performance threshold of 40% or less, as to avoid assisting-MSDs
running out of battery or involved in some other activities while helping the host-MSD,
which will eventually disbenefit our solution. For example, if we have 4 assistingMSDs with a performance score as follow: MSD1 = 60, MSD2 = 72, MSD3 = 39 and
MSD4 = 54. So, the most intensive sub-task or the biggest portion of the sub-tasks is
allocated to MSD2, followed by MSD1 and MSD4, while MSD3 will be discarded
from the network. For simplicity, we set 10% of the sub-tasks to execute on the hostMSD at all times.
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Figure 5-9. A Screenshot of Running Sampling Profiling
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We have created a simple inference service to be positioned at the Edge by the hostMSD, the inference service is an offloading UI that can be invoked seamlessly on all
the MSDs, so to exchange a list of features among the devices, (e.g. battery level and
processing capability), and to update the DB regularly. The AI-engine makes all the
decisions automatically and then invokes the ECR-engine to perform the offloading as
explained in Chapter 4. We have used 4 MSDs and 2 servers to conduct the experiment,
but we presume more devices can join the network especially when more intensive
sub-tasks are required by the host-MSD. We have enabled 4 scenarios in the UI, where
all the sub-tasks execute locally on the host-MSD, or generating the ECR-engine to
execute the sub-tasks in parallel among the assisting-MSDs, and also by using a CS
and an Edge server. Albeit, multiple servers can be used in the experiments, it only
requires a server IP address to start the connection, and post API to post/get sub-tasks
to/from the server. Using the performance scoring algorithm instead of the distribution
algorithm explained in Section 4.2.2.4, for the same testing scenarios of the OPI as
detailed in Section 4.3, have improved the achieved results. Our achieved results
obtained by deploying the ECR-engine alone have been improved by 16% when
including the AI-engine in the test. This is important because the AI-engine will make
all the required decisions before invoking the ECR-engine that will form the resource
network and start the offloading process. The CS scenario is included for evaluation
purpose to compare our solution with other relevant implementations.
5.2.5. Testing the DNN Model and Achieved Results
After creating the runtime environment including the training and testing datasets,
performance scoring algorithm, offloading UI, DNN model and configuring the
network structure/parameters successfully. This section details the process of building
and testing the prediction and scheduling scenarios, followed by the results achieved
from conducting the scenarios.
5.2.5.1. A prediction Scenario to Offload or Not
First, we have created a dataset of 100 offloading scenarios, the scenarios emulate realtime trials that happened during the offloading process, including various MSDs and
servers. As mentioned earlier each scenario inputs 10 parameters, (i.e. battery level,
processing capability, number of assisting-MSD and sub-tasks, sub-tasks granularity,
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network type, RTT latency, current load and availability). The dataset is split as 80%
for training and 20% for testing as explained in Section 5.2.2. Then we have deployed
a prediction model to decide dynamically to offload or not, based on the correlations
and importance of the inputs on the objective field. After creating the prediction model,
we then input the training dataset to train the model as shown in Figure 5-10.

Figure 5-10. A Prediction Scenario to Perform Intelligent Decisions
After the training process is completed, the model was able to predict accurate results
with up 98.2% as all the scenarios were labelled beforehand. Then we tested the model
with scenarios that the model did not see before, and check if the model can produce
accurate predictions based on the learning process gained during the training phase.
We then input the testing dataset and removed all the labelling from the objective field,
also we added the probability class to observe individual prediction scores, as shown
in Figure 5-11. The model was able to learn and predict the best offloading scenario
amongst other scenarios, or advise to not offload at all if it encounters scenarios with
poor inputs, (e.g. a device has a battery of 10%), the prediction is based on the gained
learning obtained during the training process, with up to 99% accuracy.
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Figure 5-11. Adding the Probability Class to the Testing Dataset
5.2.5.2. A Schedular Scenario to decide What and Where to Offload
We have created a more complex dataset of 600 scenarios that emulate real-time trails
of previous executions as explained previously in Section 5.2.4. In this scenario, we
have built a scheduler model as shown in Figure 5-12, to schedule CIAS sub-tasks
among the assisting-MSDs, based on a developed performance scoring algorithm. The
scheduling is determined based on the device having at the time the highest
performance score while discarding the device with a threshold performance score of
40% or less as not being qualified to help the host-MSD.
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Figure 5-12. Scheduling Sub-tasks to execute among the Assisting-MSDs
Similar to the prediction scenario, we have trained the model using the training dataset
(480 scenarios), and then tested the model using the testing dataset (120 scenarios).
We have used up to five assisting-MSDs, two servers and ten intensive sub-tasks. The
model was able to schedule all the sub-tasks to be assigned to the assisting-MSDs
successfully with up to 99% accuracy.
Figure 5-13 shows the output of the prediction model, the model was able to predict
the new scenarios with a maximum of 99% and a minimum of 78% confidence score.
Only 3 of the scenarios were predicted incorrectly, this is because we used a dataset of
100 scenarios only. i.e. The model needs more scenarios to enhance the accuracy
prediction while reducing the error rate. This is then addressed in the scheduler model
testing, where we created a dataset of 600 scenarios and fed it to the model while
observing the performance of the model.
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Figure 5-13. Confidence Score for the Prediction Model
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Similarly, Figure 5-14 shows the output correlation of the schedular model, the model
was able to schedule all the sub-tasks to be assigned to the assisting-MSDs
successfully, based on the learning gained during the training phase.
The best assisting-MSD with the highest performance score was selected while the
device with a 40% or less performance score was discarded. The model achieved up
to 99% accuracy, especially when the size of the training dataset increases.

Figure 5-14. The Accuracy of the Actual and Predicted Scenarios
Also, the output results of the prediction/schedular model can be downloaded and used
as a new input dataset to be fed again to the model to improve the learning. This
process is called propagation, to fine-tune the model for further testing if needed. We
did not test this process, as we did not find it necessary to fine-tune the model again,
as almost 99% of the scenarios were predicted correctly, with <1% error rate.
We have concluded that (1) deploying an AI offloading engine is important to perform
dynamic and adaptive decisions without prior planning, so to boost-up the static
decision of what and where to offload made by typical offloading frameworks. (2) A
DNN model that can form an automatic network search to select the best network
structure is essential, so to reduce the time complexity and processing requirements
introduced by the manual fine-tuning process. (3) A CS is necessary to host the training
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and

validation

of

the

DNN

model,

so

to

enhance

the

host-MSD

performance/functionality by eliminating the cost overhead of deploying such model
on the host-MSD or the ES.
The implementation of the AI-engine is based on a pre-build existing DNN model. i.e.
We did not program the algorithm, we only used it to train and test the dataset, albeit,
we did change some parameters/structure for better prediction results and to fulfil our
solution sub-tasks. The implementation and testing prove that our model schedules all
the CIAS sub-tasks to be allocated to the best assisting-MSDs, based on the learning
gained during the training phase. The best assisting-MSDs with the highest
performance score was selected while the MSD with a 40% or less performance score
was discarded. The model successfully achieved/formed all the decisions with up to
99% accuracy while <1% error rate, especially when the size of the training dataset
increases.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter concludes the research work done in this thesis, as well as:
1. A summary of the main tasks/contributions that are unique to this thesis only, (see
Section 6.2).
2. The future work that highlights potential future research directions, (see Section
6.3).
6.1. Conclusion
We visualised that Apps for millions of instances at any one second needs to be
processed, and is driven by (a) smart cities with the use of the Internet of Everything
(IoE) where people, data, process and things are connected all together [105]. (b)
Heterogonous environments where it is challenging to pre-predict the computing
resources, as well as the processing and/or network requirements, (i.e. if the Cloud
server is inaccessible due to network availability/latency, server outage or even cost).
We believe the trend of more and more mobile Cloud services and/or IoT Apps will
continue to rise, especially to cope with the rollout of (i) AI models, (ii) Edge
deployments and (iii) the future of wireless network capabilities. Our vision on such
trend, is the future networks, (e.g. 5G and beyond), will enable and simplify the
implementation of AI models on local Edge devices without the need of the Cloud, so
to eliminate the extra overhead cost, latency and network traffic.
We can equally visualise that our solution, when re-deployed commercially, can
elevate the execution of such sub-tasks by forming and dismantling the “computing
resource on the Edge near the host/end-node” in millions everyone second to solve
user’s computational needs where the app needs the help of nearby devices. Our
contribution, being a research study, was focused on establishing a “proof of concept”
for this vision. We do realise that major efforts are required to take this level of work
into a commercially viable product, but we believe that this concept and its associated
concepts of “devices working cooperatively to aid achieving bigger sub-tasks” and
“forming resources on the go when and where needed” are realistic and will find their
way into most of our future computational needs.
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The sharing of resources thus far has been solely based on infrastructure deployments
of which is typically pre-planned on metrics for so use-scenarios. The only way out of
this is to form an on-the-go resource network, when it is needed, for a specific subtask(s) and where the sub-task(s) is, these are points which have been ignored by the
previous infrastructure-based provision.
The cooperation issues are also revolutionary as people tend to be reserved when
sharing their devices, however, we are taking the “sharing theme” beyond its
boundaries, some would say. However, like the early day's vision of sharing photos on
Facebook was perceived at the beginning. While we were deploying these concepts,
Google has released their 1-meter accuracy localisation service, (i.e. using emerging
location APIs and/or ML for Wi-Fi locations [106]), which is amongst others, uses
information from other SP users to achieve this accuracy, which otherwise is
impossible based solely on GNSS.
In the same vein, we expect that our concept will be acceptable to users once they learn
that they equally can be the beneficiary of such resource and when confidence gained
in the “AI-engine” we proposed that is being fare, cautious and secure/private. There
is no doubt that AI and automated systems are the new revolutions that will open the
light to deploy more and more intelligent systems, which will eventually take us to a
different level of thinking and forming predictions/decisions in seconds. Albeit, more
work needs to be done to tailor AI in different ways so to fit/solve more tasks and
problems, (e.g. RL and federated learning).
Part of my research was the efficiency of wireless networks to instantaneously
form/deform service networks as we require for our proof of concept. The issue of
offloading on-the-go using wireless connectivity is so vital for our future diverse tasks,
this issue needs to be addressed properly. One of the thoughts was to perhaps come up
with a unique “offloading networking model” and one of its main layers needs to focus
on addressing the issue of forming/deforming for this quick in/out to simplify helping
nearby devices performing offloading. I have covered researching for offloading
granularity, however, this does not mean it is ideal, and one of the issues that I still
think about is “why having big tasks in the first place” and “when do programming
codes” can partition their selves automatically without manual finetuning, or “why
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such service knowledge is not available online from the outset so to eliminate the issue
of understanding and monitoring these services constantly”.
6.2. Thesis Summary
The “issue” that this research work is set out to address is that offloading “the
processing of CIASs workload” from a host-MSD to a CS for execution causes (a)
extra time delay, (b) extra connectivity cost and (c) extra network traffic congestion,
thus resulting in rapid battery power consumption and degradation in performance
and/or functionality.
To resolve this “issue”, we have developed a novel solution of assembling a local
“Computing Resource” when needed, formed by on-the-go networking of nearby
assisting-MSDs that have been adopted cooperatively in a previous step, (we call this
newly formed ECR-engine). That is, we have deployed a Cloud-based AI-engine, that
will have a record of all the MSDs subscribed for this cooperative scheme, but most
importantly the AI-engine will advise the host-MSD about the device’s availability,
processing resources and engagement status. Based on the instructions taken by the
AI-engine, the ECR-engine will then form the resource network and start to offload
the sub-tasks among the assisting-MSDs and retrieve the results upon completion.
This solution has taken five years to accomplish putting and experimenting with the
various components of it. A summary of the main tasks/contributions that we needed
to achieve so to build our solution are as follow:
•

Practically validating four Cloud offloading frameworks, which have helped us to
build our first framework that offloads CIASs sub-tasks from a host-MSD to a CS
for execution. This includes (a) conducting a pilot study to offload various types
and sizes of sub-tasks using different wireless network technologies and (b)
measuring the latency of offloading for various wireless connectivity. All of these
are detailed in Chapter 3.

•

Developing an intelligent solution for profiling CIAS, as well as available
computing resources in recruiting assisting-MSDs, and partitioning the CIAS
workload in suitable chunks/sub-tasks, so to share these sub-tasks amongst the
assisting-MSDs. This is achieved by (a) implementing a peer-to-peer connectivity.
(b) Using a DFS algorithm to cluster a group of offloadable sub-tasks together that
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can be executed on the assisting-MSDs. (c) Developing an OPI that can be invoked
on all the MSDs, so to perform offloading trials. (d) Implementing a simple cost
estimator by defining IPW values to estimate the cost overhead of the processing
time, battery power, latency and efficiency. All of these are detailed in Chapter 4.
•

To ensure that I deploy the most efficient AI-engine, we conducted a study to
investigate various ML and DL algorithms. It was concluded by building a DL
decision-making model to (a) train and test the dataset, (b) predict the next
available MSD to select and make intelligent decisions to offload or not, (c) if it
decides to offload, then it schedules the sub-tasks among the assisting-MSDs,
using a DNN and a performance scoring algorithm. Please see Chapter 5 for
details.

•

The dataset had to explore as many offloading scenarios as possible. To support
this versatility, we built a dataset of 600 scenarios from profiling CIAS sub-tasks
and the processing resources of assisting-MSDs, as well as by using a prebuild DB
of sub-tasks previous executions. The dataset is split to training and testing datasets
used to train and test the DNN model. Each scenario inputs (battery level,
processing capability, number of assisting-MSDs and sub-tasks, sub-tasks
granularity, network type, RTT latency, current load and availability). Please see
Chapter 5 for details.

•

On the personal development side, (i) I have participated in teaching CC practical
sessions for 3 autumn terms during my research, (2017, 2018 and 2019). (ii) I have
published three papers in highly-ranked events that enabled me to network with
like-minded scientists. (iii) I have attended and participated in various academic
and industrial conferences, workshops and seminars, so to engage with likeminded researchers and developers to expand my skills.

Our implemented solution proves to be reliable, accurate and efficient, compared to
other static Cloud frameworks that are formed based on a pre-planning of the overall
infrastructure. The results show that on average our solution achieved 40.2% more
efficient processing time, 28.8% less battery power consumption and 33% reduce
latency. As well as 99% confident score for performing the recognition task and 98%
prediction accuracy for the deployed DNN model.
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6.3. Future Work
This thesis opens the light for potential future directions, and so our novel solution can
be extended to consider the following:
1. Our solution does not claim to introduce a security solution, albeit, it provides a
secure deployment by implementing secure techniques such as AWS Rekognition and
Nearby API, as explained previously in Section 2.1. However, to make our solution
even more robust, further measures are necessary so to avoid some malicious activities
that might occur during the offloading process. Our solution can be extended by adding
a security engine to the main offloading elements; profiling, partitioning and decision
making. The security engine can be used to secure the communication and authenticate
the devices, and therefore authentication protocols and/or session keys as in [46] and
[48] can be used and exchanged before offloading and sharing the sub-tasks through
the network. Therefore, the decision of offloading or not can only be allowed if the
“resource network, its connectivity and granularity” satisfy the security engine as well
as the offloading criteria. For commercial viability, such secure undertaking has to
take place.
2. As discussed in my conclusion, it is vital that the processing of the AI-engine does
not cause overhead on any side of the “resource network”. Therefore, a re-deployment
of the AI-Engine based on RL algorithms is paramount to ensure that a fair load
balance achieved with maximum accuracy based on the ever-reformats of the resource
network. Therefore, the AI-engine can learn from experience without the need to train
and test pre-build dataset, (e.g. in the absence of the training dataset). The typical
advantageous of these algorithms are:
•

Inspire by the behavioural state so to make dynamic decisions within/from the
deployed environment.

•

Try all possible runs, test multiple scenarios randomly and repeatedly until they
reach the best outcome, and therefore form the structure of the algorithm based on
the gained learning, using mathematical equations to calculate the State, Action and
Reward functions.

Q learning algorithm [107] is a good example of RL that takes a suitable action to
make a reward, this also can be used to implement a reward system that can be devised
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between MSDs and can be exchanged for monies or other sharing schemes, so to
encourage more MSDs to participate and share their unused resources. A further
investigation to evaluate the prediction performance of such algorithm is necessary, as
this type of algorithms are mainly based on experience, as well as further
implementation and testing are required, so to discover if such algorithms can be finetuned if the initial prediction results are inaccurate.
3. One of the main issues that have constantly played on my mind is the applications
that are most suited to our end2end solution. Obviously, as I come across/learn any
new developing technology, I tend to form a scenario for having this solution handling
the new application area. For this part, I include some scenarios are:
•

Wearable Devices; are being very important topic and becoming essential in
handling various types of tasks which we performed on a daily basis. These devices,
(e.g. Google Glass, Smart Galaxy Smartwatch, etc.), are helping us to perform a
plethora of applications such as health monitoring, sports activities, reality
augmentation and many more [108]. However, such devices are normally occupied
with limited processing resources, (e.g. battery capacity, processor capability and
storage), which makes it impossible to execute some intensive sub-tasks. We
believe our solution can be tailored and deployed to address this issue, as to offload
such sub-tasks to the host-MSD with the help of nearby assisting-MSDs to handle
the execution, or even by using the host-MSD as a middleware layer to offload the
sub-tasks to the CS.

•

Vehicular Networks; a new emerging topic and yet it still has limitations that need
to be addressed. Vehicular networks use advance communication technologies to
connect with other devices, so to exchange data among them or with the cellular BS
or other fixed infrastructures. We believe our solution could help vehicles to
communicate with other nearby vehicles and exchange data/sub-tasks in a sharing
environment. This is very important, to eliminate the time-wasting from going to
the Cloud, as well as to learn/benefit from the knowledge/experience of other
nearby vehicles.
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